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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
Statement of the Problem 
The problem of this study was to determine the variability of grad-
ing systems that are currently used in typewriting classes by teachers 
in the public secondary schools of Massachusetts and to study the impli-
cations for improving the grading techniques. 
Analysis of the Problem 
The subordinate problems involved in this study included the 
followingz 
1. To ascertain the total enrollment of each school 
2. To determine the number of schools offering typewriting 
courses at each grade level 
~. To determine the extent to which schools offer separate 
typewriting courses for students enrolled with vocational objectives 
and those enrolled with personal-use objectives 
4. To ascertain the types of grading systems used in vocational 
typewriting courses and those used in personal typewriting courses 
5· To determine the factors which teachers include in the first 
semester's grade for beginning typewriting 
6. To find out the different lengths of timed writings which are 
used in each year of typewriting instruction and the minimum speeds 
required for a passing grade 
2 
7. To discern the types of testing material that are employed 
by teachers 
8. To determine the frequency with which teachers give a grade 
in typewriting 
9· To find out the number of teachers who use weighted factors 
in assigning a final mark 
10. To ascertain the extent to which teachers adhere to prede-
termined standards in grading typewriting papers 
11. To discern the extent to which teachers grade problem or 
production typewriting material 
12. To find out the number of acceptable erasures allowed on 
each letter to constitute mailability 
13. To discover the type of grading system employed by each 
teacher 
14. To determine the extent to which teachers believe that a 
standard procedure for grading in typewriting should be established 
Justification of the Problem 
It is the opinion of the writer that for many years teachers of 
typewriting have been plagued with the age-old problem of assigning 
grades to students that would be satisfactory, not only to the school 
and to the students themselves, but also to the prospective employer, 
who needs some indication of the student's vocational competency. 
3 
l In 1941, s. J. Turille, in his article on "Performance Standards 
in Commercial Education," in the Education Digest, made the following 
statement: 
Unfortunately, commercial educators in general have no 
acceptable standards of achievement for the subjects they 
teach. Only a few commercial departments have harmonized 
their training standards in line with business standards. 
Numerous studies show that it takes from four to ten weeks 
for the employee to be inducted into a new job on a pro-
duction basis. This time could be materially lessened by 
a better understanding of business requirements and their 
application to the school's commercial training program! 
Sister Jane Marie Perrot•s2 study made in 1950 of the bases and 
methods of grading in typewriting substantiated her belief that 
••• in any given instance, the mark, or grade, for 
a given student would vary as frequently as there would be 
teachers doing the grading; that despite the objectivity 
of typing skill, the grade would be largely affected by 
teacher opinions and standards. 
From the responses to her questionnaire, Sister Jane Marie3 sub-
mitted tabulated data that showed 
••• an almost complete lack of agreement as to what 
items should be considered in compiling the grade for a 
student in any given semester of typewriting. The highest 
point of accord was on the inclusion of accuracy in the 
grading of Semester II. 
1As cited in Lamb, Marion M., Your Firat Year of Teaching 
T~ewriting, South-Western Publishing Company, Cincinnati, Ohio, 
19 7, p. 179. 
2Perrot, Sister Jane Marie, An Analysis of the Bases and 
Methods of Grading in Typewriting Used~ Selected Secondary School 
Teachers in the New England~ Middle Atlantic States, Master's 
Thesis, Boston University, 1950, p. 1. 
3~.' p. 57· 
Thus, as a result of her study, Sister Jane Marie1 came to the 
logical conclusion that 
••• grades based on such varying 'standards' are 
inadequate criteria for comparing teacher success or 
pupil attainment. Neither are they meaningful indicants 
to an employer of his prospective employee's probable 
worth. 
2 In 1951, Sister Adele Luckett pursued the problem further and 
made a study of the extent of uniformity and variation in teachers' 
marks assigned to samples of students' tests in typewriting. Her 
hypothesis was that "since teachers in responding to a questionnaire 
showed disagreement as to the standards and bases used in grading, 
they would also disagree when actually marking student papers." 
From the data obtained from a sample typewriting test which was 
graded by 101 teachers, Sister Adele:5 found that "one of the best 
indications of the lack of uniformity in marks assigned by teachers 
is illustrated in the fact that on the 101 sets of papers that were 
graded 58 different combinations of marks were used." 
It is the writer's belief that the same lack of uniformity in 
grading typewriting students continues to exist today as it has for 
many years among teachers of typewriting. The standards that type-
writing teachers require their students to meet vary widely, not only 
from school to school but also among teachers in the same school. 
1Ibid.' p. 58. 
4 
2Luckett, Sister Adele, An Analysis £f the Extent of Uniformity 
and Variation !n Teachers' Marks Assigned to Samples of Students' Work 
in Typewriting, Master's Thesis, Boston University, 1951, p. 46. 
3Ibid., p. 47. 
5 
Generally speaking, students wish to acquire skill in the use of 
the typewriter for one of two reasons: either they intend to employ 
this skill as a vocational tool by which they can earn a living, or 
they plan to use it for their personal needs. The increased attention 
that is now being given to the personal-use objective of typewriting 
can be understood readily from the number of schools now offering type-
writing to youngsters in the junior high school. It is estimated that 
an increasing percentage of today's typewriting students are in junior 
high school classrooms. 
Whether the objectives in a typewriting course are vocational or 
personal use, the mark received by the student represents, presumably, 
the degree of mastery of the subject that the student has attained. 
If this assumption is correct, the mark of the student should represent 
his typewriting ability. Nevertheless, according to the findings of 
Sister Jane Marie, 1 this assumption is not necessarily true, "for where 
the teacher lacks a universal measure of achievement, so the employer 
lacks a universal measure of the probable efficiency of the prospective 
employee. The employer has no means of interpreting safely the mark 
which the student brings from his school." 
The fact that the assignment of grades to students is a matter of 
great importance is reflected in the following excerpt as stated by 
Hardaway and Maier: 
As long as schools exist, teachers must give some account 
concerning the academic proficiency of their students. Parents 
1 Perrot, Sister Jane Marie, ~· £!!., p. 2. 
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and taxpayers demand this evaluation. Prospective employers 
of graduates of the schools request information concerning 
the academic records of their prospective employees. Stu-
dents themselves wish to know of their successes and of their 
failures. Since the destiny of students is so vitally influ-
enced by school marks, these estimates of academic achieve-
ment should b! as objective and as accurate as it is possible 
to make them. 
Lloyd says that the grading of typewriting papers is one of the 
major problems with which the teacher is confronted. The difficulty 
is in the conflict between the teacher's desire to adhere to a fixed 
standard and the insistence by the school administration that grades 
follow a normal-curve distribution, Also, the teacher is besieged 
with statistics on local business requirements and would like a fixed 
ladder of grades leading up to those requirements. However, the school 
administrator insists that a "B" grade in typewriting have the same 
value as a "B" in other subjects. Therefore, the problem becomes one 
of reconciling the "standards" vs. the "normal curve" elements. Lloyd 
asserts further that any study that can supply helpful information 
toward the solution of this problem will be a valuable contribution to 
business education. 
This study was undertaken to bring out once more the marked diver-
gence in assigning grades in typewriting in the hope that one or a group 
of business educators would make an earnest endeavor toward a standard-
ized grading system that could be used universally. 
1Hardaway, Hathilde, and Haier, Thomas B,, Tests ~ Heasurements 
in Business Education, Second Edition, South-Western Publishing Company, 
Cincinnati, Ohio, 1952, p. 2. 
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Delimitation of the Study 
Only teachers in the public secondary schools of Massachusetts were 
asked to fill out the check list for this study. Teachers of colleges, 
junior colleges, and parochial high schools were not included. 
Although this investigation dealt mainly with the senior high school, 
the seventh, eighth, and ninth grades were included in the question asking 
for enrollment in typewriting courses. Since questionnaires were sent to 
each public school in the State of Massachusetts, and since the list of 
schools was secured from the State Board of Education, there was no in-
formation to indicate whether the school was a senior high school, grades 
10 - 12 or grades 9 - 12, or a combined junior-senior high school with 
grades 7 - 12. 
Definitions 
For clarity and better understanding, the following definitions 
have been adhered to in this investigation: 
Vocational typewriting: typewriting taught with a view to 
its use for business or professional rurposes, as in the 
occupation of stenographer or typist. 
Nonvocational typewriting: (personal use)--typewriting 
taught from the point of view of its usefulness to the 
average person, as in personal business and informal 
social correspondence and in writing school themes, 
without regard for its vocational applications.2 
1 Good, Carter V., Editor, Dictionary of Education, Second Edition, 
McGraw-Hill Book Company, New York, 1959, P• 584. 
2~., P• 584. 
"' 
Mailability: (usability)--in regard to the acceptability of 
letters--accurate in content and presentable in appearance,l 
GWPM: "Gross words per minute"--the total words divided by 
the time. 2 
CWPM: "Correct words per minute"--the rate per minute when 
there is a one-word penalty for each error.3 
8 
NWPM: "Net words per minute"--the rate 
is a ten~word penalty for each error.~ 
Typewriting Contest Rules.) 
per minute when there 
(Used in the International 
High School: public secondary school--senior high school, 
grades 9 - 12, or junior-senior high school, grades 7 - 12. 
Organization of the Study 
Chapter I of this report includes the statement of the problem 
together with its analysis, justification, and delimitation. Also 
included is the definition of special terms used in this report. 
Chapter II comprises a review of current literature and related 
research dealing with grading in typewriting. The procedures followed 
in obtaining and analyzing data for this study are described in detail 
in Chapter III. In Chapter IV is found the complete analysis and 
interpretation of the data gathered in this investigation as well as a 
discussion of the comments furnished by respondents to the check list 
used in acquiring information. Chapter V contains the summary and 
recommendations resulting from this study. 
1Lamb, Marion M,, Your First Year of Teaching Tzyewri ting, South-
Western Publishing Company, Cincinnati, Ohio, 1947, p. 72. 
2 
and Maier, .Q.E.• cit. , 173· Hardaway p. 
3ng., P• 173· 
4Ibid,, p. 173· 
CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF RELATED RESEARCH 
A surve~ of the typewriting grading s~stems was conducted to 
determine the variabilit~ of grading s~stems that are currentl~ used 
in t~pewriting classes and to stud~ the implications for improving 
the grading techniques. 
That grading is one of the major problems with which the 
teacher is confronted is evidenced b~ a review of the literature and 
research in the field of education. This opinion is expressed b~ 
Douglas, Blanford, and Anderson1 in the following paragraph: 
One of the most difficult problems of teachers is that 
of evaluation of student abilit~ and the assigning of grades. 
In recent ~ears there has been much dissatisfaction among 
educators with the s~stems of evaluation and the subsequent 
assignment of grades in the public schools. There also have 
been man~ attempts made to improve present practices. Nota-
bl~, in the element~ schools the use of the parent-teacher 
conference has worked out quite well as a means of informing 
parents about their child's achievement as well as the devel-
opment of his personalit~ and character traits. However, this 
t~pe of evaluation or grading has not ~et been introduced 
succesefull~ into the secondar~ school. 
In 1934, Sa~er made a stu~ of the marking s~etems used in twent~ 
junior and senior high schools in various parts of the United States, 
As a result of hie surve~, he made the following conclusion: 
There is little room for doubt that the greatest need 
in ~ marking s~stem is a real standardization of marks. 
Lack of such standardization is of no benefit to either 
pupils or teachers. One wa~ to get fair marks is to insist 
on objective testing. Marks should show actual accomplish-
ment and should not be influenced b~ what a teacher knows 
1 Douglas, Llo~d V,, Blanford, James T., and Anderson, Ruth I., 
Teaching Business Subjects, Prentice-Hall, Inc., Englewood Cliffs, 
New Jerse~, 1958, p. 97· 
of a pupil's ability or effort. If it is desirable, give 
another mark for effort, for certainly a student's great 
effort should be noticed, but do not generously raise his 
accomplishment record simply because hi works hard but 
unfortunately does not make the grade. 
In summary, the writer states that "he hopes for, but never 
expects to see the day when there shall be uniformity of marking 
procedure based on a standardization of grading which shall grade 
accomplishment separately from effort and application."2 
10 
Clem) expresses the same thought regarding marks in typewriting: 
"It would seem that the only scientific basis for marks in typing is 
a double record of absolute achievement and relative improvement, 
separately stated." 
Pertaining to the importance of school marks, Hardaway and Maier4 
make the following observation: 
Teachers' judgments concerning the students' academic 
work are expressed in terms of school marks, on the basis 
of which students are promoted or retained to repeat the 
work; school credit is given or withheld, honors are or 
are not bestowed; admission to college is granted or 
refused; and in some instances the opportunity for employ-
ment is affected. Since the destiny of students is so 
vitally influenced by such marks, these estimates of 
academic achievement should be as objective and as accurate 
as it is possible to make them. 
1
sawyer, Edmund R., !:. Comparative Stud,y 2f. Certain,figh School 
Marking Systems, Master's Thesis, Boston University, 19 , pp. 66-67. 
2Ibid., P• 68. 
3Clem, Jane E., Techniques of Teaching Typewriting, Second Edition, 
Gregg Publishing Division, McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc., New York, 
1955, p. 333· 
4Hardaway, Mathilde, and Maier, Thomas B., Tests and Measurements 
in Business Education, Second Edition, South-Western Publishing Company, 
Cincinnati, Ohio, 1952, p. 2. 
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In the field of typewriting in particular, evaluation should serve 
as a measure of the degree of competency attained by the students. This 
evaluation should be based not only upon such quantitative measures as 
words-a-minute rates or the number of jobs completed, but should include 
other factors which are of equal or even more importance, such as, 
techniques used by students in the development of typewriting skill, 
the methods with which students apply their acquired skill to problem 
and production work, their attitudes toward their work, and their actual 
sustained production rates. The inclusion of these items will take into 
consideration the qualitative as well as the quantitative aspects in the 
evaluation of the students' competency. 
Tonne, Popham, and Freeman1 have indicated that the typewriting 
grade should be based on a composite of the student's total typewriting 
ability and not on his speed alone at the end of the grading period. 
Because the emphasis in any skill subject is placed upon doing 
rather than knowing, it is assumed that measurement of student achieve-
ment in typewriting is very objective in nature; however, many investi-
gations have been conducted to prove that there is as much variation in 
teachers' marks in typewriting as there is in any other subject. 
1Tonne, Herbert A., Popham, Estelle L., and Freeman, M. Herbert, 
Methods £! Teaching Business Subjects, Gregg Publishing Division, 
McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc., New York, 1957, p. 1)2. 
12 
In 1950, Sister Jane Marie Perrot1 made a study of the bases and 
methods of grading in typewriting used by selected secondary school 
teachers in the New England and Middle Atlantic States. The hypothesis 
upon which her study was based was the belief that the mark for a stu-
dent would vary as frequently as there would be teachers doing the 
marking, and that, despite the objectivity of typewriting skill, the 
grade would be largely affected b,y the teachers' opinions and standards. 
From the 112 questionnaires returned, the following findings were written: 
1. An almost complete lack of agreement as to what items 
should be considered in compiling the grade for a stu-
dent in any given semester of typewriting was indicated. 
The highest point of accord was on the inclusion of 
accuracy in the grading of Semester II. 
2. As to whether CWPM, GWPM, or NWPM should be given the 
most emphasis in each semester, widespread disagree-
ment was evident, the weight of opinion being on the 
side of NWPM. 
). The greatest diversity of practice occurred on the point 
of minimum speed requirements. Twenty-five teachers had 
no requirements at all; the remaining respondents set 
goals in a range of 50 words per minute, the greatest 
number expressing the requirement in terms of NWPM. 
4. Four plans, or methods, for determining the typewriting 
grade were suggested. Plan Three, based on goals pre-
determined by the teacher, was by far the most popular, 
both in usage and in opinion. Plan Four, based on a 
final achievement test, was the least used and the most 
disliked. 
A logical conclusion drawn from the data obtained was 
that grades based on such varying 'standards' are inadequate 
criteria for comparing teacher success or pupil attainment. 
Neither are they meaningful indicants to an employer of his 
prospective employee's probable worth. 
1Perrot, Sister Jane Marie, An Analysis of the Bases and Methods £! 
Grading !a Typewriting Used Bl Selected Secondary School Teachers !a the 
~England~ Middle Atlantic States, Master's Thesis, Boston University, 
1950, PP• 56-58. 
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In 1951, Sister Adele Luckett1 continued the investigation into 
the problem of grading in typewriting by conducting an analysis of 
the variation and extent of uniformity in marks assigned to students' 
work by teachers of typewriting. The data were secured from a sample 
typewriting test which was graded by 101 teachers in the New England 
and Middle Atlantic States, the same area covered by Sister Perrot's 
study. 
The findings of this survey revealed: 
1. In assigning grades for the four parts of the test 
considerable difference of opinion as to which of 
the factors, accuracy, speed, arrangement and neat-
ness, and ability to follow directions should be 
included in the grade. The grade for these differ-
ent factors also showed much variation. On each 
section of the test marks ranged from A to F. 
2. There was lack of agreement, also, as to the average 
grade assigned to each of the test papers. In other 
words, the teachers did not consider the same factors 
in their grading, nor did they agree as to the value 
of the test paper as a whole. 
3. Probably one of the best indications of the lack of 
uniformity in marks assigned by teachers is illus-
trated in the fact that on the 101 sets of papers 
that were graded 58 different combinations of marks 
were used. 
4. In determining the mark for the entire test, the 
teachers again showed much disagreement. Sixty-one 
gave a grade of B, but the marks of the other 
respondents ranged from A to F. 
5· 'Accuracy versus speed' brought the greatest diver-
sity of opinions, especially on the straight copy 
material. Teachers disagreed both on the mark to 
1Luckett, Sister Adele, !a Analysis of~ Extent of Uniformity 
and Variation ill Teachers' Marks Assigned to Samples of Students' 
Work ill Typewriting, Master's Thesis, Boston University, 1951, pp. 46-48. 
be assigned these two factors and even on that which 
constitutes an error. The respondents, in grading 
the timed writing, found from three to 17 errors. 
6. The majority of the respondents, 77, felt that the 
four sections of the test should be considered 
equal in value when arriving at the grade for the 
test. However, 24 teachers used weights ranging 
from ten to 70 percent for each division. 
7. In assigning the grade for the marking period, 
70 teachers gave the student a B, 22 gave a C, 
and two gave a D. None of the respondents felt 
that the pupil deserved an A, neither did they feel 
the student should fail for the grading period. 
As a result of the findings of this study, Sister Lucketl recom-
14 
mended that "research in the field of grading in typewriting should be 
continued until some objective measures are devised that can be inter-
preted correctly by schools, parents, and businessmen." 
The problem of grading in typewriting was again pursued in 1953 
2 by Carter, who made a study and evaluation of methods of grading 
first-year typewriting based on a comprehensive review of current pro-
fessional literature. His conclusions were as follows: 
1. One of the biggest problems of teachers is grading 
school work. 
2. There seems to be a movement for using gross words 
per minute and five-minute tests in first-year 
typewriting. 
1~., P• 49. 
2
carter, William Kenneth, A Stu4y and Evaluation of Methods of 
Grading First-Year Typewriting Based~§ Comprehensive Review of 
Current Professional Literature, 1947-1952, Master's Thesis, State 
University of Iowa, 1953· 
(As cited in "100 Summaries of Studies and Research in Business 
Education--195 3," National Business Education Quarterly, Vol. 23, 
1954-1955, No. 1, October, 1954.) 
3· Timed production work, daily assignments, or the 
planned lesson, is taking the place of the budget 
plan. 
4. The practice of requiring perfect copies is being 
replaced by requiring mailable copies with neat 
erasures. 
5· Research indicates that standards set in the 
office are no more than estimates and have not 
been developed scientifically. 
6. The few standards developed by schools and offices 
on production work compare favorably with each 
other. 
7• The businessman cannot be depended upon to estab-
lish grading and office standards. 
a. Research indicates that there are no uniform 
standards for timed writings. 
15 
The following recommendations were offered by Carter for improving 
the grading techniques: 
1. The grading system should be flexible. 
2. Typing papers should not be graded during the key-
board learning period. 
3. All typing papers should not be graded; the teacher 
should grade a selected group. 
4. Students should be informed of the grading method. 
5· Acceptable work on the first attempt should receive 
more credit than after two or more attempts. 
6. After erasing instruction, timed production work and 
exercises should be graded on the basis of perfect 
copies and mailable copies. 
7• The final goal for the vocational typist should be 
production and usable copies rather than speed and 
accuracy goals on straight copy writings. 
a. A mailable letter should be arranged well on the 
page, have no misspelled words, no errors in 
grammar, and no uncorrected errors. 
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Seiver1 conducted a study, also in 1953, of grading standards in 
business education with especial reference to bookkeeping, typewriting, 
and general business. 
In regard to typewriting, the following findings were among those 
developed by the writer: 
1. The grade in typewriting depended not only upon accom-
plishment, but also upon other intangibles, such as 
attitude, attendance, and personality factors. 
2. The five- and ten-minute timed writings were the most 
commonly used tests upon which grades were based. 
3. The majority of teachers advocated the employment of 
CWPM, or the deduction of one word for each error, 
rather than NWPM, or the deduction of ten words for 
each error, in evaluating timed writings. 
4. The speed requirements at the end of one year of type-
writing on five-minute timed writings ranged from 
15 to 35 words per minute; at the end of two years, 
the range was from 35 to 70 words per minute. 
5. A wide range was indicated in the maximum number of 
errors allowed on a five-minute timed writing; the 
low was two errors; the high, 30 errors. 
6. The preference of the teachers was for a combination 
grade to designate speed and accuracy when grading 
typewriting papers. 
7• About one third of the teachers allowed extra credit 
for material typed by the student in addition to the 
material typed or assigned as class activity. 
8. One third of the teachers adhered to fixed goals in 
the typewriting class regardless of the ability of 
the students; two thirds modified the goals to com-
pensate for the varying ability of the students. 
1
seiver, Everett R.,! Study of Grading Standards in Business 
Education with Especial Reference to Bookkeeping, Typewriting, and 
General Business, Master's Thesis, Western Illinois State College, 
1953, PP• 30-47. 
9. The majority of teachers used a combination of five 
factors to determine the final grade: testa, daily 
work, attendance, attitudes, and final examination. 
Seiver recommended that further study should be made concerning 
grading in typewriting to aid in the establishment of more uniform 
standards that could be interpreted equally by students, parents, 
and businessmen. 
A comparative study of office standards and classroom standards 
in typewriting, shorthand, and transcription as shown by a survey of 
the literature was completed b,r Sister Mary Alice Varga1 in 1954. 
Her premise was that the standards of the schools and those of busi-
ness are not correlative. 
From the findings of her survey, Sister Varga wrote the follow-
ing conclusions: 
1. The most significant fact derived from this study is 
a recognition of the need for an adequate guidance 
program so that students may be placed in those jobs 
for which they are best suited by training and 
ability. The findings show that there is consider-
able variation among the requirements of both schools 
and business offices. 
2. There is no uniformity as to what constitutes reason-
able standards for office work either in the schools 
or on the job. Employers have standards, but there 
is very little agreement among concerns. Likewise, 
this same lack of uniformity in standards is evident 
in the classroom. 
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lvarga, Sister Mary Alice, ! Comparative Study ££ Office Standards 
and Classroom Standards in Typewriting, Shorthand, and Transcription![ 
Shown~~ Survey££ the Literature, Master's Thesis, Duquesne 
University, 1954; pp. 152-164. 
~. Much of the confusion relating to standards seems to 
arise from a lack of common understanding of the 
units of measurement which are used by businessmen 
and educators. The vague terminology on the part of 
both is a great obstacle to the accurate interpreta-
tion of standards. 
4. The standards of the businessman are relative, depend-
ing upon such factors as the size and location of the 
community, the types of offices, the number of 
employees in each, and the economic period in which 
employment is desired. 
5· There appears to have been very little progress made 
in the matter of typewriting speed over the past 
quarter century. The standards reviewed for this 
study date from 1927 to 195~; yet the differences in 
speed rates, when comparing 1927 to 1953 standards, 
are negligible. 
6. A wide gap exists between school standards and job 
standards, not merely in reference to speed, but in 
other more important factors. Schools have been 
passing pupils who attained an average of 70 percent, 
mainly because educators think in scholastic terms. 
However, the standard of accuracy demanded by busi-
ness is much higher than 70 percent. 
7• The problem of establishing standards is not one that 
can be settled once and for all and then forgotten. 
Establishing standards is a continuous process, for 
improvements in machines and methods in offices, and 
economic conditions operate to make the best stand-
ards of one period obsolete in the next. 
8. Schools, on the whole, are too taken up with this 
matter of speed. Teachers in general get so con-
cerned about words-a-minute standards that they 
tend to overlook the larger goal of being able to 
produce a good usable quality of work in a reason-
able time under office conditions. 
9. Personality training in the schools must not be 
neglected in favor of skill development. 
10. It is of utmost importance that standards be used 
with caution. Since students vary in their ability 
to learn, all students cannot be expected to meet 
the same requirements; however, all students can 
meet some requirements. 
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Among the recommendations for improvement advocated by Sister 
Varga1 were the following: 
1. Educators should place less emphasis on words per 
minute standards and be more concerned with those 
types of production work with which students will 
be occupied on the job. 
2. The secondary school should assume leadership in 
raising standards of performance in office skills, 
but this should be done in cooperation with local 
businessmen. 
It is an established fact that throughout the years skill in 
typewriting has been measured by the ability of the typist to pro-
duce key strokes, which have been reported in terms of rates-per-
minute, irrespective of the ability of the typist to apply that 
stroke-producing skill to problem-solving experiences. In recent 
years, emphasis in typewriting has shifted from stroking speed alone 
to the ability of the typist to produce quantities of material in a 
given period of time. This newer concept in typewriting is called 
"production typewriting" and is the subject of the study made in 1956 
2 by Crawford. The need for effective teaching methods in building 
production power is evident in the following statement of the purpose 
of the study: 
Although the production phase of typewriting has 
become increasingly prominent in typewriting instruc-
tion, little has been done scientifically to develop 
effective teaching methods for developing production 
ability; hence, the purpose of the study was to deter-
mine the effect of emphasizing production typewriting 
contrasted with speed typewriting in developing type-
writing ability. 
1J.ill., P• 166. 
2 Crawford, Thomas James, The Effect of Emphasizing Production 
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Typewriting Contrasted with Speed Typewriting in Developing Production 
Typewriting Ability, Monograph 97, South-Western Publishing Company, 
Cincinnati, Ohio, 1960, p. 2. 
Among the results of the study were the following: 
1. A method of teaching in which emphasis is placed 
upon efficient production techniques and proce-
dures rather than speed building is preferred. 
2. Speed in producing key strokes did not transfer 
automatically to comprehensive production 
performance. 
3. Contrasts between net stroking and net perfor-
mance rates show that the correction of errors 
on original and carbon copies proves to be a 
costly experience for typists on all levels of 
stroking skill. 
4. Since items of related information not known by 
a typist are obtained through the use of refer-
ence manuals, valuable production time is lost 1 each time a piece of information must be located. 
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In order to develop more effective teaching methods for increasing 
production ability, Crawford2 makes the following suggestions: 
1. In order to enable typists to perform at high 
production levels, specific instructions must 
be provided for that purpose, 
2. In order to develop comprehensive production 
ability, typewriting courses must be suffi-
ciently long to make possible the realization 
of that objective. 
3. If maximum accomplishment in production is to 
be developed, both speed and production train-
ing appear essential. 
4. To gain a more accurate picture of the total-
performance ability of the typist, production 
typewriting should have a broad, all-inclusive 
interpretation. 
1Ibid., PP• 20-22. 
2Ibid., PP• 20-23. 
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Thus, educators and investigators have proved through research 
that there is a definite need for the establishment of uniform stand-
ards in typewriting, not only to improve the course content and 
teaching procedures, but also to bridge the gap that continues to 
exist between school standards and business standards. 
Many leaders in the field of business education have attempted 
to assist teachers in solving the problem of evaluation of student 
ability in typewriting by advocating the use of specific techniques 
in grading student papers. These ideas are expressed in teachers' 
methods books, in articles found in the professional magazines, and 
in the manuals correlating with the typewriting textbooks used in 
the classroom. The only difficulty lies in the fact that most busi-
ness educators employ a different system. Since this is confusing 
for the teacher, it is not surprising to discover that many teachers 
are prone to organizing their own grading systems by using a combi-
nation of the techniques advocated by different educators. 
Lloyd1 says that the important thing is to know what not to grade. 
Papers resulting from practice for special purposes 
ought not to be graded, lest concern about grades divert 
the student from the purpose of the practice. Eliminating 
such papers from grading disposes of some 40 to 50 percent 
of the papers typed by students. 
There is no problem regarding the papers that are to 
be graded, provided arbitrary requirements are set up 
according to fixed standards of which the student should 
be informed. This 'requirements' or 'standards' approach 
is used principally in the final stages of instruction. 
1Lloyd 1 Alan c., "The Paper Work in Your Typing Classroom," 
Business Education World, Vol. 35, No. 8 1 April, 1955, PP• 20-22. 
According to Lloyd's plan, grades are ascertained by 
the 'normal-curve plan' whereby the performance of each 
student is compared with that of his classmates. Only 
such a plan results in grades that conform to general 
school policy and are satisfactory to parents, employers, 
teachers, principals, counselors, and students alike. 
The basic idea is to assign point values to the work 
at hand. Students accrue points by typing their work 
within specified error limitations, and their week's work 
is graded on the basis of the total score earned. Bonus 
points are given for extra work, as well as for work that 
is exceptionally well done. Only a few timed writings 
are graded, perhaps the five-minute ones, and these earn 
points for the student on some basis compatible with the 
points earned by typing letters, tables, etc. 
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1 According to Rowe and Lloyd, timed writings are based on GWPM for 
both first- and second-year typewriting with an increase in the length 
of the timings every six weeks and a decrease in the error allowance for 
the same period of time. The timed-writing grade for six weeks is the 
highest grade reached by the student twice during the six-weeks period. 
In contrast to Lloyd's point of view, Smith, 2 in the Teacher's 
Handbook for Gregg Typing, Second Edition, gives three principal pit-
falls in grading typewriting papers: 
1. The mistaken application of the normal curve of distri-
bution to grading students. 
2. The unthinking application of published grading scales 
to particular school situations where the method of 
grading is entirely different. 
3· The attempt to evaluate all the typist's skill in terms 
of a single factor of his skill. 
1Rowe, John L., and Lloyd, Alan c., Solutions Manual, Gregg TYping, 
Second Edition, Gregg Publishing Division, McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc., 
New York, 1956, p. viii. 
2Aa cited in Harms, Harm, Methods in Vocational Business Education, 
South-Western Publishing Company, Cincinnati, Ohio, 1949, p. 105. 
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Smith1 suggests that the following factors in the student's prog-
ress graph be considered by the teacher in grading timed writings: 
1. His best sustained speed during the grading period. 
2. His average sustained accuracy. 
3. His improvement in speed and accuracy, from the be-
ginning to the end of the grading period, selecting 
his best performance during the semester. 
In reference to the scoring of timed writings, Harms 2 makes the 
following observation: 
The practice of covering up actual results of speed 
tests by giving one composite score, which is derived by 
deducting ten words for each error, is losing ground as 
a classroom scoring device. Gross words with errors per 
minute indicated as an index figure gives a much clearer 
picture of results and powers. 
Lessenberry's3 opinion concerning timed writings is expressed 
in the following paragraph: 
Enough timed writings should be checked to indicate 
a curve of growth in basic skill. At times, it is 
better to record the better of two writings; at other 
times, the average of three writings. In first-year 
typewriting, all timed writings should be marked on the 
basis of GWPM with an error 'tolerance'; in second-year 
typewriting, NWPM should be used, also with an error 
1 tolerance. 1 
Regarding grading in general, Lessenberry says that the grading 
scale must reflect the philosophy of the school and the teacher. At 
1IJ2ll., P• 105. 
2IJ2ll., P• 104. 
3Lessenberry, D. D., Crawford, T. James, and Erickson, Lawrence w., 
Manual, ~ Century Typewriting, Seventh Edition, South-Western 
Publishing Company, Cincinnati, Ohio, 1957, PP• 5-6. 
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times it may need to be modified in terms of local school requirements; 
however, it must be exacting enough to hold superior students to high 
standards and generous enough to encourage those with limited ability. 
1 When considering what to check and record, Lessenberry advises 
as follows: 
Don't try to check everything that is typed. It 
is not necessary or sensible to do so. The teacher's 
time can be used to far better advantage by checking 
students at work instead of trying to check all student 
work. The purpose of the practice will determine what 
is to be marked; therefore, it is wise for the teacher 
to defer marking papers until the students have learned 
enough to be subjected to measurement. 
Concerning the checking of drill work in particular, Lessenberry 
further states that 
Seldom, if ever, should drill work be checked for 
errors. The purpose of the drill is to make changes in 
the way students type. Experimentation with different 
ways of practice to improve typing is necessary, and the 
results will be found in better scores on timed writings 
and in production typing. 
In reference to the grading of problem or production typing, 
Lessenberry2 recommends the "selected-problems plan," that is, the 
practice of choosing for grading certain exercises and typing problems 
that sample the student's skill and job proficiency. The plan is 
based upon the following activities: 
The student should be given the opportunity of ex-
ploring the nature of the problem in the first typing; 
then building skill in typing the problem; after these 
needed typing experiences, it is appropriate to measure 
on problems similar in content and form. 
1Ibid. 1 P• 5. 
2Ibid. 1 P• 5. 
Over a period of time, the 'selected-problems plan' 
of marking will give a measure of consistent typing 
power, usually equalizing the extremes of accidentally 
high or occasionally low performance,l 
Referring to standards in typewriting, Douglas, Blanford, and 
2 Anderson express the following point of view: 
Though teachers may not agree upon the standards 
that should be required in each semester of typewrit-
ing, they do agree that the student should be given 
goals toward which to work throughout the semester. 
Although the student may not reach these exact stand-
ards each six weeks, the standards do give him a 
yardstick by which to measure his progress. 
In regard to production standards, the students 
need such goals to stimulate their interest and 
effort in production typing. In the past there has 
been too much emphasis on straight copy standards. 
The present trend toward increasing the emphasis on 
production standards is a recognition of the need to 
decrease the gap between the school and the office 
by making the classroom standards more realistic. 
According to Russon and Wanous, 3 "the purpose of typewriting 
instruction at the vocational level is sufficient quantity plus 
adequate quality of typewritten materials. The production test is 
ideally suited to determine to what degree this purpose has been 
achieved. 11 
1Ibid., P• 5· 
2 Douglas, Blanford, and Anderson, 2E• £!!., PP• 177-178. 
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3Russon, Allien R., and Wanous, s. J., Philosop~y ~Psychology 
of Teaching Typewriting, South-Western Publishing Company, Cincinnati, 
Ohio, 1960, p. 395. 
For the scoring of production tests, Russon and Wanous advocate 
the "net-production-rate plan," as recommended by Lessenberry, 
Crawford, and Erickson.1 It is based upon the following plan: 
1. Determine the total words typed 
a. Count all words in 'acceptable' problems 
b. Count one half the words in the 'unaccept-
able' problems 
2. Divide the total number of words by the time 
of the test. 
(The term, 'acceptable' is defined as any 
exercise or problem typed in compliance 
with the directions given and whi.ch con-
tains no inaccuracies of any kind, either 
on the original or carbon copies. Errors 
are erased and corrected by the student.) 
The use of this plan simplifies the grading of production tests, 
as the scores are placed in rank order and letter grades assigned. 
2 Russon and Wanous state further that "there is no grading plan 
that will fit every teacher or every typewriting class." However, 
they suggest that teachers give consideration to the following plan: 
After the teacher has surveyed his course of instruc-
tion and decided what has constituted the main segments of 
instruction during the grading period, then he will decide 
upon the weight to be given each of the factors. 
1 Lessenberry, Crawford, and Erickson, £E• cit., p. 110. 
~us son and Wanous, £E• ill•, P• 404. 
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The factors and weights assigned for the second and 
third semesters might be similar to the following: 
Speed and Accuracy Improvement 20% 
Speed and Accuracy Achievement 20 
Application Exercises 20 
Techniques at the Machine 10 
Production Tests 30 
100% 
The various weights will vary with the level of in-
struction. Also, in order to make such a grading plan 
flexible, the teacher may wish to permit the student to 
earn bonus points, such as a perfect timed writing, work 
of exceptionally good qusfity, and extra typing in addi-
tion to his regular work. 
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Thus, the methods of evaluating student competency in typewriting 
are many and varied, as is obvious in the writings of the experts in 
the field· of business education. All have stressed the desirability 
of greater objectivity and uniformity in grading. All have attempted 
to set up a grading scale that would be simple for the teacher and 
adequate for the student. 
CHAPTER III 
PROCEDURES 
In conducting the survey of the typewriting grading systems used 
by teachers in the public secondary schools of Massachusetts, the 
following procedures were used: 
1. Various textbooks, periodicals, and research studies containing 
information on grading systems in typewriting were analyzed to provide a 
background for the study. 
2. The opinions of leaders in the field of business education were 
obtained regarding the specific problems of grading in typewriting. 
3. A very careful study was made of the research reports completed 
by Sister Jane Marie Perrot entitled An Analysis of the Bases ~ 
Methods of Grading in Typewriting Used~ Selected Secondary School 
Teachers in the New England and Middle Atlantic States and the one 
completed by Sister Adele Luckett entitled An Analysis of~ Extent 
of Uniformity and Variation in Teachers' Marks Assigned to Samples of 
Students' Work in Typewriting. 
4. Since it was found that no research had been done on this 
problem in the public secondary schools of Massachusetts, a check list 
was composed to be sent to the senior typewriting teacher in each high 
school in Massachusetts requesting the information needed for the study. 
5· The check list was submitted to the Seminar in Business 
Education at Boston University for criticism, and it was then revised 
utilizing the suggestions of the seminar group. 
6. A list of all the public high schools in Massachusetts was 
secured from the State Department of Education. 
7. The revised check list (Appendix A) and an accompanying 
letter of transmittal (Appendix B) were sent to teachers in the 
246 high schools in Massachusetts. 
8. Of the 246 check lists distributed, 148 replies were re-
ceived making a return of 60.16 percent. 
9. The responses were then analyzed in an attempt to obtain 
data concerning the following topics: 
a. Total enrollment of school 
b. Number of schools offering typewriting courses 
at each grade level 
c. Number of schools offering typewriting courses 
for students with vocational and personal-use objectives 
d. Types of grading systems used in vocational and 
personal-use typewriting courses 
e. Factors considered in determining the first 
semester's grade in beginning typewriting 
f. The different lengths of timed writings used 
and the minimum speed requirements at the end of each 
year of typewriting 
g, Kinds of testing material employed 
h. Frequency of grading 
i. Use of weighted factors in assigning a final mark 
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j. Use of predetermined standards in grading type-
writing papers 
k. Extent to which teachers grade problem or pro-
duction typewriting 
1. Number of acceptable erasures allowed per letter 
to constitute mailability 
m. Type of grading system employed by each teacher 
n. Teacher opinion concerning a standard procedure 
for grading 
10. The data were tabulated and interpreted for presentation. 
11. Based on the analysis of the data, the summary of the findings 
and the recommendations were formulated. 
CHAPTER IV 
ANALYSIS AND INTERPRETATION OF THE DATA 
This survey of the typewriting grading systems was made to deter-
mine the variability of grading systems that are currently used in 
typewriting classes by teachers in the public secondary schools of 
Massachusetts and to study the implications for improving the grading 
techniques. 
The data used in this study were obtained from replies to a five-
page check list mailed to typewriting teachers in each of the 246 
public secondary schools in Massachusetts. Responses were received 
from 132 schools. Multiple responses were received from nine schools 
in which all teachers in the typewriting department collaborated and 
gave individual answers to the questions, thus making a total of 148 
teachers responding. This number represents a return of 60.16 percent 
of the 246 check lists distributed. 
The following tables contain a summary of the data obtained from 
the respondents. The distribution of enrollment according to school 
size is shown in Table I. Information concerning total student enroll-
ment was supplied by teachers in 118 of the 132 schools responding. 
The lowest enrollment was reported by a small high school in a resi-
dential community; the highest was that of a high school in a suburb 
of Boston. 
Table I also gives the number of schools in each enrollment 
bracket in which courses in typewriting I, II, and III were offered 
at the time of the study, as well as the number of schools in which 
these courses were offered with vocational and nonvocational objec-
tives. It will be noted that all of the 118 schools offered courses 
in first-year typewriting; 115 schools offered courses in second-year 
typewriting. Three high schools scheduled only one year of typewrit-
ing. Two of these, one a classical, and the other a technical high 
school, both located in the same large city, provided no typewriting 
course other than one year for personal use. Regarding the third 
school, no explanation was made concerning the curtailment of its 
typewriting instruction. 
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Typewriting III was offered by only 48 of the 118 schools repre-
sented, approximately two-fifths of the schools. It is evident from 
this figure that most schools are no longer offering courses in third-
year typewriting. Twelve of the replies contained notes stating that 
third-year typewriting was a part of their office practice course. 
Typewriting courses were scheduled for students with vocational 
objectives in 116 of the 118 schools. The other two schools were the 
classical and technical schools mentioned above where typewriting was 
taught for personal use only. Ninety-three schools offered one year 
of typewriting to students who were interested in acquiring the skill 
only for its personal-use value. Several teachers stated that such a 
course was nonexistent at the time the reply was made but that one 
was to be offered in the year to follow. 
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School 
Enrollment 
50- 99 
100- 199 
200- 299 
)00- )99 
400- 499 
500- 599 
600- 699 
700- 799 
800- 899 
900- 999 
1000-1199 
1200-1)99 
1400-1799 
1800-1999 
2000-2999 
)000-:5399 
Total 
) 
TABLE I 
NUMBER AND OBJECTIVES OF TYPEWRITING COURSES OFFERED IN MASSACHUSETTS 
Number Number of Schools Offering Courses 
of 
Schools Type. I Type. II Type. III 
1 1 1 
---
8 8 8 1 
6 6 6 2 
12 12 11 5 
11 11 11 6 
12 12 12 2 
10 10 10 4 
11 11 11 2 
8 8 8 
' 5 5 5 
' 1) 13 12 7
6 6 6 2 
6 6 6 6 
3 
' 
2 1 
5 5 5 3 
1 1 1 1 
118 118 115 48 
Number of Schools Offering Typewriting 
Vocational Use 
1 
8 
6 
12 
11 
12 
10 
11 
8 
5 
12 
6 
6 
2 
5 
1 
116 
Nonvocational Use 
1 
6 
5 
10 
7 
10 
7 
10 
7 
1 
1) 
' 
5 
' 4 
1 
9) 
\.N 
\.N 
TABLE II 
DISTRIBUTION OF TYPEWRITING COURSES BY GRADES* 
Grades Type. I Percent Type. II Percent Type. III Percent 
7 l .68 
8 2 1.4 
9 19 12.8 
10 121 81.8 ll 7·4 
ll 68 45.9 106 71.6 
12 55 37·2 51 34.5 48 32.4 
*Based on a total of 148 teacher responses. 
Table II shows the distribution of typewriting courses by grades 
and is based upon the responses of 148 teachers. Only one teacher 
reported that instruction in first-year typewriting was given in 
grade 7; two teachers offered first-year typewriting in grade a; and 
19 reported instructing such classes in grade 9· These figures bear 
out the fact that typewriting courses in grades 7 and 8 are not yet 
prevalent in Massachusetts. 
It was found that the majority of classes in typewriting I are 
taught in grade 10 as has been the common practice in most schools 
for many years. One hundred twenty-one, or 81.8 percent, of the 
replies substantiated that this practice is continued at the present 
time. Sixty-eight teachers, or 45.9 percent, offered first-year type-
writing in the eleventh grade, and 55, or 37.2 percent, offered it to 
twelfth-grade students. 
Eleven teachers reported that their second-year typewriting 
classes were taught in grade 10. This represents 7.4 percent of 
the total responses. The majority of classes in typewriting II 
were taught in grade ll as was reported by 106, or 71.6 percent, 
of the teachers. Fifty-one, or 34.5 percent, of the teachers said 
that their second-year typewriting classes were taught in grade 12. 
Only 48 teachers, or 32.4 percent, replied that they taught 
classes in third-year typewriting. Of this number, twelve teachers 
noted that this course was given as part of the office practice 
course. 
Due to the fact that many of the respondents taught more than 
one class in typewriting I and II, the total number of classes in 
these courses exceeds the total number of responses. 
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TABLE III 
TOTAL ENROLLMENT AND PERCENT IN TYPEWRITING COURSES* 
Total Typewriting Typewriting 1 Percent of Total 
Enrollment Course Enrollment Enrollment 
99,274 Type. I 14,122 14.2 
Type. II 7,401 7.5 
Type. III 2,869 2.9 
99,274 Total 24,392 24.6 
*Total enrollment is based upon estimated figures supplied by the 
respondents. 
The data presented in Table III show the enrollment in typewriting 
I, II, and III for 118 schools and the percent in relation to the total 
enrollment. As would be expected, the majority of students learning to 
typewrite were in the first-year class. The enrollment in typewriting I 
represents 14.2 percent of the total school enrollment. Students taking 
second-year typewriting comprised 7·5 percent of the total, and the 
third-year typists represent only 2.9 percent of the total school en-
rollment. The total number of students in typewriting courses consti-
tute 24.6 percent of the total student body for 118 schools. 
TABLE IV 
ENROLLMENT IN TYPEWRITING COURSES WITH RELATION TO 
VOCATIONAL AND NONVOCATIONAL OBJECTIVES* 
Total Typewriting I Typewriting Percent of Total 
Enrollment Objectives I Enrollment Enrollment 
99,274 Vocational 17,412 17.5 
Nonvocational 6,224 6.3 
99,274 Total 23,636 23.8 
*Total typewriting enrollment, vocational and nonvocational, is based 
upon estimated figures supplied by respondents. 
As shown in Table IV, the number of students enrolled in type-
writing courses for vocational purposes embodies 17.5 percent of the 
total enrollment of 118 schools. Students learning to typewrite for 
nonvocational purposes or for personal use represent 6.3 percent of 
the students enrolled in the 118 schools. Thus, the total number of 
students in all typewriting courses is 23.8 percent of the total en-
rollment. It will be noted that the figures for total enrollment in 
typewriting given in Table IV differ from those given in Table III. 
This is due to the fact that the respondents supplied estimated en-
rollment figures in answer to Question No. 2 and also reported 
approximate enrollments in answer to Question No. 4 of the check list. 
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TABLE V 
NUMBER OF SCHOOLS OFFERING SPECIAL TYPEWRITING COURSES 
FOR COLLEGE-PREPARATORY STUDENTS 
Number of Percent 
Special Course Responses of Total 
Typewriting course offered 
for college students 59 45.0 
Typewriting course not offered 72 55-0 
Total 131 100.0 
Table V indicates the number of schools that offered a special 
typewriting course for college-preparatory students. From the replies 
of 131 teachers, it was found that 59, or 45 percent, of the schools 
offered a special typewriting course for college-preparatory students; 
72, or 55 percent, did not offer such a course. 
TABLE VI 
EXTENT TO WHICH THE SAME MARKING SYSTEM IS USED 
IN VOCATIONAL AND NONVOCATIONAL CLASSES 
Number of Percent 
Marking System Responses of Total 
Same marking system used 69 60.0 
Different marking system used 46 40.0 
Total 115 100.0 
Table VI shows the extent to which the same marking system is 
used in vocational and nonvocational classes. The data, supplied 
by 115 teachers, indicate that 69, or 60 percent, used the same mark-
ing system in both vocational and nonvocational classes; 46, or 
40 percent, used different marking systems, 
Many teachers qualified their answers by adding a comment. Some 
of the comments made are as follows: 
"Personal typewriting students are in the same classes 
as vocational students; therefore, there is no difference 
in grading." 
"All students taking typewriting I and II are held to 
the same standards." 
"The same marking system is used, but it is not ideal." 
"Inasmuch as the personal typewriting course is part 
of the activity program, personal typewriting students are 
not graded." 
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"Personal typewriting carries no credit. 
offered to college-preparatory students for one 
semester." 
It is 
"Different teachers use different grading systems; 
each uses his own." 
"Work areas differ in the two types of courses; speed, 
accuracy, and greater emphasis on commercial procedures are 
stressed in the vocational class." 
"College-preparatory students are much further 
advanced in all phases." 
"The marking system varies with the objectives of the 
course." 
"Personal-use students are in the same classes as 
vocational students, but the grading standards are easier 
for personal typewriting students." 
"Students in personal-use classes are marked "S" or 
"U" (satisfactory or unsatisfactory). 
From the various remarks quoted, it can be seen readily that 
teachers are not in agreement concerning the method of grading in 
a typewriting class with personal-use objectives. 
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TABLE VII 
PASSING MARK OF SCHOOLS REPRESENTED IN STUDY 
Number of Percent 
Passing Mark Schools of Total 
60 or D 95 74.0 
70 or c 33 25.4 
Other 2 .6 
Total 130 100.0 
Table VII gives the passing mark used in 130 of the 132 
schools represented in this study. Ninety-five, or 74 percent, of 
the schools used 60, or D, as the passing grade; 33, or 25.4 per-
cent, designated 70, or c, as the passing grade. Two schools, or 
,6 percent, used other terms to indicate the passing mark. 
From the responses, it is apparent that much variation 
exists among schools as to the figure or letter that constitutes a 
passing grade. Regardless of the letter or figure used, the range 
lies between 60 and 70, or C and D. Since the terms used to des-
ignate the passing grade are not the same in all schools, such 
terms would have to be qualified as to their meaning before they 
could be interpreted as standards. Thus, such a lack of uniformity 
makes the comparability of student marks difficult. 
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TABLE VIII 
EXTENT TO WHICH TEACHERS USED MARKING SYSTEMS 
AS SUGGESTED IN THE TEXTBOOK MANUALS 
Number o:f Percent 
Marking System Responses of Total 
Marking system in textbook 
manual used 37 28.5 
Marking system in textbook 
manual not used 93 71.5 
Total 130 100.0 
Table VIII reveals the opinion of teachers in 130 schools con-
cerning the use of the marking system suggested in the teacher's 
manual correlating with the typewriting textbook used in the class-
room. Thirty-seven, or 28.5 percent, of the teachers said that they 
made use of the marking system thus suggested; however, 93, or 
71.5 percent, stated that they did not use it. A few teachers 
commented that they employed the suggestions "sometimes." These 
figures would seem to indicate that the majority of teachers do not 
use the marking system as suggested in the textbook manual. 
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TABLE IX 
USE OF TESTING MATERIALS IN TYPEWRITING 
Number of Percent 
Tests Responses* of Total 
Timed-writing tests 116 85.9 
Teacher-made tests 103 76.~ 
Production tests 96 71.1 
Textbook tests 94 69.6 
Standardized tests 56 41.5 
Integrated-performance tests 36 26.7 
Other 9 6.7 
*The respondents checked more than one item. 
The teachers were asked to indicate the types of testing material 
they used in their classrooms. One hundred thirty-five replies were 
received; however, since most of the teachers checked more than one 
item, the total number of tests used exceeds the total number of 
responses. The mode, or the most commonly used test, was timed 
writings, as shown by 116, or 85.9 percent, of the respondents. 
Teacher-made tests came next with 103, or 76.3 percent, of the replies. 
Ninety-six teachers, or 71.1 percent, reported the use of production 
tests. Textbook tests were used by 94, or 69.6 percent, of the 
teachers. Standardized tests were employed by 56, or 41.5 percent, 
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and 36, or 26.7 percent, used the integrated-performance type of test. 
Nine teachers indicated that they used tests other than those listed, 
including the following types of tests: theory, objective, book prob-
lems, and contests. 
Since the majority of teachers checked more than one of the test 
items, it can be assumed that on the whole teachers prefer to employ 
a combination of testing devices when measuring student achievement. 
TABLE X 
PUBLISHED TYPEWRITING TESTS USED BY TEACHERS 
Tests 
Typewriting Tests (South-Western) 
Civil Service Tests 
Typewriting Production Tests 
(Rowe and Lloyd) 
Students Typewriting Tests (UBEA) 
National Business Entrance Tests (UBEA) 
SRA Typing Skills Tests 
(Richardson and Pedersen) 
Kauzer Typewriting Teate 
(Bureau of Educational 11eaaurementa) 
Senior Typewriting Testa (Clem) 
Junior Typewriting Tests (Clem) 
Other 
*The respondents checked more than one item. 
Number of 
Responses* 
66 
41 
36 
23 
18 
8 
5 
4 
3 
22 
Percent 
of Total 
2.8 
20.8 
Table X shows a list of published typewriting tests in the order 
of frequency of use by the 106 teachers responding. The typewriting 
tests published by the South-Western Company were the tests moat 
frequently used, as indicated by 66, or 62.3 percent, of the respond-
ents. Forty-one, or 38.7 percent, gave the Civil Service Tests in 
their classes. Typewriting Production Teats (Rowe and Lloyd) 
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published by Gregg Division, McGraw-Hill Book Company, were used by 
36, or 34 percent, of the teachers. Students Typewriting Tests (UBEA) 
were employed by 23, or 21.7 percent, and the National Business Entrance 
Tests were utilized by 18, or 17 percent, of the respondents. The SRA 
Typing Skills Test (Richardson and Pedersen) published by Science 
Research Associates were used by eight teachers, or 7·5 percent; Kauzer 
Typewriting Tests published by the Bureau of Educational Measurements 
were employed by five teachers, or 4.7 percent; Senior Typewriting 
Tests, and Junior Typewriting Tests (Clem) were given by four, or 
3.8 percent, and three, or 2.8 percent, of the teachers, respectively. 
Twenty-two, or 20.8 percent, of the teachers indicated that they 
used tests other than those listed above. The various tests named are 
as follows: 
Competent Typist Tests (Business Teacher) 
Gregg Award Tests (Today's Secretary) 
Typing Employment Tests (Prentice-Hall) 
Typing Employment Tests (Thurstone) 
Typing Employment Tests (Stuart Gibson) 
Local business school tests 
High Speed Tests (Hodel) 
Typewriting Educational Research Bureau Tests 
Blackstone Typewriting Tests 
McGraw-Hill Typing Accomplishment Tests 
Smith-Corona Business Letters 
Tests for Pitman Contests 
TABLE XI 
FACTORS INCLUDED IN GRADING FIRST-SEMESTER TYPEWRITING 
Factor 
Manipulation of the operative 
parts of the machine 
Typing technique 
Effort 
Accuracy 
Progress 
Personal traits and work habits 
Speed 
Completed exercises 
Other 
Number of 
Responses* 
120 
118 
105 
99 
99 
85 
71 
60 
7 
*The respondents checked more than one factor. 
Percent 
of Total 
89·5 
88.1 
78.4 
73·9 
73·9 
63.4 
53.0 
44.8 
5.2 
In Table XI the factors included in grading first-semester type-
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writing are listed according to frequency of use. The manner in which 
students manipulated the operative parts of the machine was considered 
as a basic factor in grading by 120, or 89.5 percent, of the 134 re-
spondents. Typing technique was next in the order of frequency, with 
118, or 88.1 percent, of the replies. Effort appeared third with 
105 responses, or 78.4 percent. Ninety-nine, or 73.9 percent, of the 
teachers included accuracy, and the same number included progress in 
their first-semester grade. Personal traits and work habits were 
utilized by 85, or 63.4 percent, of the teachers, and 71, or 53 per-
cent, indicated that speed was considered as part of the first-
semester grade. The last factor in order of frequency was the extent 
to which students completed exercises. Only 60, or 44.8 percent, of 
the teachers checked this factor, indicating that in the first 
semester teachers are more concerned with technique of typewriting 
than they are with the application of the skill to productive work. 
A few teachers added other factors which they used in grading, 
as follows: correct posture, application, eyes on copy, timed 
writings, acquisition of knowledge, and ability to follow directions. 
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TABLE XII 
LENGTH OF TIMED WRITINGS GIVEN BY TEACHERS IN EACH YEAR OF TYPEWRITING* 
Length First Year Second Year Third Year 
of Number of Percent Number of Percent Number of Percent 
Timing Responses of Total Responses of Total Responses of Total 
1 minute 114 87.0 81 65.9 :51 54.4 
2 74 56.5 34 27.6 12 21.1 
:5 108 82.4 69 56.1 22 38.6 
4 17 13.0 10 8.1 3 5·3 
5 105 80.1 111 90.2 47 82.5 
7 8 6.1 15 12.2 8 14.0 
10 30 22.9 25 20.3 43 75.4 
15 4 3.1 9 1·3 8 14.0 
Other 4 3.1 4 3·3 4 1·0 
*The respondents checked more than one item. 
Table XII gives the length of timed writings used by teachers in each 
year of typewriting. Replies were received from 131 teachers who instructed 
classes in typewriting I, 123 who taught typewriting II, and 57 who taught 
typewriting III. The percent of teachers using each of the timed writings 
listed is based upon these figures; however, since teachers employed more 
than one length of timed writing, the total number of responses exceeds 
the total given for typewriting I, II, and III. 
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As would be expected, the mode, or the most frequently used timed 
writing in first-year typewriting was the one-minute test. One hundred 
fourteen, or 87 percent, of the 131 respondents checked this as their 
preference. Two other timed writings were also frequently used: the 
three-minute test, with 108, or 82.4 percent, of the responses, and 
the five-minute test, with 105, or 80.1 percent, of the responses. 
Just over the half-way mark was the two-minute writing employed by 74, 
or 56.5 percent, of the teachers. The remaining timed writings in the 
order of frequency were used as follows: the 10-minute, the four-
minute, the seven-minute, and the 15-minute writings. Since the 
figures shown in this table indicate that few first-year typewriting 
teachers employed timed writings longer than five minutes in length, 
it is surprising to see that 30, or 22.9 percent, of the teachers used 
the 10-minute writing. Some of the teachers commented that they gave 
a few of these timings at the end of the year for endurance purposes 
only. 
In second-year typewriting, also according to expectation, the 
mode, or the most frequently used timed writing was the five-minute 
test, as indicated by 111 1 or 90.2 percent, of the 123 teachers re-
sponding. The one-minute timing, which was the test most frequently 
used among teachers of first-year typewriting, was employed by 81, or 
65.9 percent, of the second-year teachers. The other short timings 
in order of frequency of use were as follows: the three-minute, the 
two-minute, and the four-minute writings. Contrary to expectation, 
the 10-minute timing was reported as employed by 25, or 20.3 percent, 
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of the typewriting II teachers, whereas 22.9 percent utilized it in 
first-year classes. Second-year typewriting teachers employed the 
seven-minute writing more frequently than the 15-minute, as reported 
by 15, or 12.2 percent, of the teachers indicating the former, and 
nine, or 7.3 percent, indicating the latter. 
In third-year typewriting, as in second-year, the mode, or the 
most frequently used timing was the five-minute test, as indicated 
by 47, or 82.5 percent, of the 57 teachers responding. Next, in 
order of frequency, was the 10-minute timing, reported by 43, or 
75.4 percent, of the respondents. The one-minute timing was third 
in frequency and was employed by 31, or 54.4 percent, of the teachers. 
The other timings in order of frequency of use were as follows: the 
three-minute, the two-minute, the seven- and 15-minute, and the four-
minute writings. It is obvious that in third-year typewriting classes, 
the timings from one to four minutes were used less frequently than in 
the first- and second-year classes. Also, in typewriting III, where 
it is expected that the longer timings would be used most frequently, 
figures show that only eight, or 14 percent, of the teachers employed 
the seven-minute and the 15-minute timings. 
Four teachers listed the following timings as being given in 
each year of typewriting: "speed spurts" of 10, 15, 20, and 30 seconds, 
and production typewriting periods from 20 to 30 minutes in length. 
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TABLE XIII 
NUMBER OF TEACHERS USING GROSS, CORRECT, AND NET WORDS PER MINUTE 
IN EVALUATING TIMED WRITINGS IN EACH YEAR OF TYPEWRITING* 
No. Using Percent No. Using Percent No. Using Percent 
Year GWPM of Total CWPM of Total NWPM of Total 
First 68 49.6 54 39.4 78 56.9 
Second 33 26.8 34 27.6 96 78.0 
Third 30 27.0 31 27.9 91 82.0 
*The respondents checked more than one item. 
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The teachers were asked to indicate the method they used in evalu-
ating timed writings in each year of typewriting in terms of gross, 
correct, and net words per minute. From the information obtained, 
Table XIII was prepared to show the frequency of choice of each of 
these methods of evaluation. 
Replies were received from 137 teachers in typewriting I, 123 in 
typewriting II, and 111 in typewriting III. Percentages are based 
upon these figures; however, since the majority of teachers indicated 
that they employed more than one of these devices when evaluating 
timed writings, the total number using each of these methods of grading 
exceeds the total number of respondents. 
In typewriting I, 78, or 56.9 percent, of the teachers indicated 
that they used net words per minute; 68, or 49.6 percent, employed gross 
words per minute; and 54, or 39.4 percent, utilized correct words per 
minute. These figures would seem to indicate that even in first-year 
typewriting, teachers still adhere to the International Typewriting 
Contest Rules and impose a 10-word penalty for each error when evalu-
ating timed writings. 
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In typewriting II, the majority of teachers, 96, or 78 percent, 
employed net words per minute; the number indicating gross and correct 
words per minute was about equal, with 33, or 26.8 percent, selecting 
the former, and 34, or 27,6 percent, selecting the latter. Here, the 
teachers show very definitely that the use of net words per minute is 
predominant in advanced typewriting. 
The picture presented for typewriting III is very similar to the 
one shown for typewriting II. Once again, the frequency of use was 
for net words per minute, with 91, or 82 percent, of the teachers 
responding. Also, as in typewriting II, the use of gross and correct 
words per minute was about equal, with 30, or 27 percent, of the 
teachers selecting gross words per minute, and 31, or 27.9 percent, 
selecting correct words per minute. 
In the final analysis,net words per minute was preferred in 
each year of typewriting. Gross words per minute was used fairly 
frequently in typewriting I, but to a lesser degree in typewriting II 
and III. Likewise, correct words per minute was employed moderately 
in first-year typewriting, but less frequently in the advanced 
courses. 
Table XIV shows the number of teachers requiring minimum type-
writing speeds at the end of each year of typewriting. One hundred 
thirty-five teachers supplied this information. Once again, many 
teachers indicated more than one minimum standard for each year, 
such as one speed given in gross words per minute and one in net 
words per minute; therefore, the total number of teachers using 
each of these standards is greater than the total number of respond-
ents. Also, many teachers instructed classes on two different levels 
of typewriting. In no case did a teacher indicate instructing 
classes on all three levels. 
The speeds, in terms of words per minute, are listed in the 
first column and are set at five-word intervals starting with a 
minimum of 20 words per minute and reaching a maximum of 85 words 
per minute. 
The extensive diversity of speed standards can be detected 
readily from an analysis of the figures in Table XIV read in conjunc-
tion with those given in Table XV, which is a comparison of the range, 
the high, the low, and the median speeds required in each year of 
typewriting. 
In typewriting I, 62 teachers have set minimum requirements in 
net words per minute, )5 in gross words per minute, and )) in correct 
words per minute. In gross words per minute, the low speed was 20; 
the high, 60; and the median, )5. In correct words per minute, the 
requirements were the same, with the low, 20• the high, 60; and the 
median, '5· In net words per minute, the low was 20; the high, 40; 
and the median, )0. 
TABLE XIV 
NUMBER OF TEACHERS REQUIRING MINIMUM TYPEWRITING SPEEDS 
AT THE END OF EACH YEAR OF TYPEWRITING* 
I 
First Year Second Year Third Year 
' Words Per Minute Gross Correct Net Gross Correct Net Gross Correo1 
20-24 l l 6 
- - - - -
25-29 l 4 18 
- -
l 
- -
30-34 12 ll 18 - - 7 - -
35-39 ll 3 ll 3 - 10 - -
40-44 8 8 9 4 3 28 - -
45-49 l 3 - 2 5 15 4 -
50-54 - 2 - 9 5 17 4 l 
55-59 - - - 2 3 3 - -
60-64 l l - l l 6 3 -
65-69 - - - - l - - -
70-74 - - - - l - - l 
75-79 - - - - l I - - -
80-85 - - - l - I - - -
Total 35 33 62 22 20 87 ll 2 
*The respondents checked more than one item. 
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Net 
-
-
2 
l 
5 
5 
10 
7 
5 
-
-
-
-
35 
TABLE XV 
HIGH, LOW, RANGE, AND MEDIAN TYPEWRITING SPEED REQUIREMENTS 
FOR EACH YEAR IN WORDS PER MINUTE 
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First Year Second Year Third Year 
Speed Range GWPM CWPM NWPM GWPM CWPM NWPM GWPM CWPM NWPM 
High 60 60 40 80 75 60 60 70 60 
Low 20 20 20 35 4o 25 45 50 30 
Range 4o 40 20 45 35 35 15 20 30 
Median 35 35 30 50 50 40 50 60 50 
The figures for typewriting II are as follows: 87 teachers reported 
minimum speed requirements in net words per minute, 22 in gross words per 
minute, and 20 in correct words per minute. The low speed in gross words 
per minute was 35; the high, 80; and the median, 50. In correct words 
per minute, the low was 40; the high, 75; and the median, 50. In net 
words per minute, the low was 25; the high, 60; and the median, 40. 
The figures for typewriting III show that 35 teachers set minimum 
speed requirements in net words per minute, 11 in gross words per minute, 
and two in correct words per minute. In gross words per minute, the low 
was 45; the high, 60; and the median, 50. In correct words per minute, 
the low was 50; the high, 70; and the median, 60. In net words per 
minute, the low was 30; the high, 60; and the median, 50. 
The over-all picture presented in Tables XIV and XV shows general 
agreement among typewriting teachers on only one point--the preponderance 
of net words per minute as a standard of evaluation in grading timed writings. 
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TABLE XVI 
EXTENT TO WHICH TEACHERS BASED TIMED WRITINGS 
ON PRACTICED MATERIAL 
Number of Percent 
Extent Responses of Total 
Always 8 5.6 
Frequently 63 43.8 
Occasionally 48 33·3 
Rarely 14 9·7 
Never 11 7.6 
Total 144 100.0 
The data presented in Table XVI show the extent to which teachers 
based timed writings on practiced material. Replies were received from 
144 teachers as follows: 6;, or 43.8 percent, noted that they used 
practiced material frequently; 48, or 33.3 percent, used it occasion-
ally; 14, or 9·7 percent, rarely employed practiced material; 11, or 
7.6 percent, never used it; and eight, or 5.6 percent, of the teachers 
always based their timings on practiced material. 
The information shown here is another indication of the lack of 
standard policy among teachers. 
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TABLE XVII 
EXTENT TO WHICH TEACHERS GRADED PRACTICE WORK IN TYPEWRITING 
Number of Percent 
Frequency Responses of Total 
Usually 22 15.4 
Occasionally 80 55·9 
Never 41 28.7 
Total 143 100.0 
The information in Table XVII reveals the extent to which teachers 
graded practice work in typewriting. From the replies secured from 
143 teachers, it was found that 80, or 55.9 percent, graded practice 
work occasionally; 41, or 28.7 percent, never graded practice work; 
and 22, or 15.4 percent, usually did. 
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TABLE XVIII 
FREQUENCY OF GRADING IN TYPEWRITING 
Number of Percent 
Frequency Responses* of Total 
Daily 28 19.6 
Once each week 31 21.7 
Twice each week 40 28.0 
At end of marking period 35 24.5 
At no stated time 26 18.2 
Other 32 22.4 
*The respondents checked more than one item. 
The teachers were asked to indicate the frequency with which they 
recorded grades in typewriting classes. From the information supplied 
by 143 teachers, the results were tabulated in Table XVIII. It was 
found that the number of teachers recording grades at the intervals 
stated above is about evenly divided. The distribution of figures is 
as follows: 28 percent of the teachers recorded typewriting grades 
twice each week; 24.5 percent recorded grades only at the end of the 
marking period; 21.7 percent recorded grades once each week; 19.6 per-
cent recorded daily grades; 18.2 percent recorded grades at no stated 
time; and 22.4 percent used methods other than the ones listed above. 
Among the "other" intervals of time employed by a few teachers 
for recording grades are the following: "three times each week," 
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"at end of a project," "at end of each budget," "according to material," 
"when necessary to check on work covered or on speed," "whenever it 
seems desirable, 11 "at mid-term," "at end of each new learning situation, 11 
and "at end of each month," 
Some teachers made these comments concerning grading: 
"Approximately eight grades are recorded for an eight-
week term." 
"Grades are given for problems three times a week and 
for timed writings twice a week," 
"All problem typing is graded," 
"Grades are given for each lesson." 
"Grades are given by the spot checking method." 
"Two or three grades are given on some days, 
and on other days no grades are given." 
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TABLE XIX 
EXTENT TO WHICH TEACHERS PENALIZED THE KEYBOARD PEEKER 
Number of Percent 
Penalty Responses of Total 
Penalty imposed 88 68.8 
No penalty imposed 40 31.2 
Total 128 100.0 
Table XIX reveals the extent to which teachers imposed a penalty 
:for keyboard peeking. An analysis of the replies received from 128 
teachers disclosed the :following data: 88, or 68.8 percent, said 
that they penalized the keyboard peeker; 40, or 31.2 percent, said 
that they imposed no penalty for keyboard peeking. 
The teachers who imposed no penalty used one or more of the 
:following devices :for aiding the keyboard peeker: 
"Change the peeker to a machine with blank keys or 
cover the keyboard." 
"Give extra help after school." 
"Try to discourage peeking." 
The various penalties imposed for keyboard peeking were as :follows: 
The :final grade is lowered. (25 teachers) 
The grade for technique is lowered. (11 teachers) 
A :failing grade is given :for the course. (11 teachers) 
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A "D" grade is given for the course. (two teachers) 
The student receives the minimum passing mark. (two teachers) 
The student is not allowed to continue with 
typewriting II. (two teachers) 
No credit is given for the work done. (one teacher) 
TABLE XX 
EXTENT TO WHICH TEACHERS PENALIZED FOR FAULTY PROOFREADING 
Number of Percent 
Penalty Responses of Total 
Penalty imposed 115 89.1 
No penalty imposed 14- 10.9 
Total 129 100.0 
The data in Table XX show the extent to which teachers imposed a 
penalty for faulty proofreading. Replies were received from 129 
teachers as follows: 115, or 89.1 percent, reported that they penal-
ized for faulty proofreading; 14-, or 10.9 percent, reported that they 
did not. 
One hundred twenty-seven comments were made by the teachers who 
penalized for faulty proofreading. Among the various types of penal-
ties listed were: 
The grade is lowered. (41 teachers) 
Each proofreading error is counted as a double 
error. (38 teachers) 
A failing grade is given on the paper. (14 teachers) 
No credit is given for the work completed. (12 teachers) 
The paper must be done over. (five teachers) 
Letters are marked unmailable. (five teachers) 
Timed writings are rejected. (five teachers) 
A failing grade is given after proofreading has 
been taught. (three teachers) 
The errors must be found and corrected. (two teachers) 
One teacher said, "The penalty varies with the semester and the 
work ... 
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Two teachers stated that they preferredthe positive rather than 
the negative approach; one gave a bonus point for perfect proofreading 
on timed writings; the other deducted less for errors on certain types 
of material if all errors were found. 
Teachers who did not impose a penalty for faulty proofreading 
said that errors not found were counted as any other errors. 
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TABLE XXI 
NUMBER OF TEACHERS WHO EMPHASIZED THE POSITIVE RATHER THAN NEGATIVE 
BY REWARDING FOR GOOD WORK RATHER THAN 
BY PENALIZING FOR POOR WORK 
Number of Percent 
Extent Responses of Total 
Always 36 26.3 
Frequently 71 5!.8 
Occasionally 25 18.2 
Never 2 1.5 
Total 134 97.8* 
*Three teachers, 2.2 percent, used both methods. 
Table XXI gives the extent to which teachers emphasized the posi-
tive rather than the negative by rewarding for good work rather than 
by penalizing for poor work. One hundred thirty-seven teachers supplied 
the following data: 71, or 51.8 percent, of the teachers used this 
method frequently; 36, or 26.3 percent, always used it; 25, or 18,2 per-
cent, employed it occasionally! and two teachers never employed this 
system. Three teachers said that they used both methods depending 
upon the circumstances involved, 
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TABLE XXII 
EXTENT TO WHICH TEACHERS USED WEIGHTED FACTORS 
IN DETERMINING THE FINAL MARK 
Number of Percent 
Weighted Factors Responses of Total 
Use of weighted factors 75 64.4 
Other grading plans 48 35.6 
Total 123 100.0 
In the check list, an example was given in which weighted factors 
were used as a device for determining the final mark in typewriting. 
The teachers were asked to state whether they considered weighted 
factors such as these, perhaps with different percentages assigned, 
when giving a final grade. 
From the replies of 123 teachers, 75, or 64.4 percent, indicated 
that they used weighted factors in determining the final mark; 48, or 
35.6 percent, did not. 
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TABLE XXIII 
EXTENT TO WHICH TEACHERS GAVE A PASSING GRADE 
BASED UPON IHPROVEMENT 
Number of Percent 
Passing Grade Responses of Total 
Passing grade given 97 68.8 
Passing grade not given 44 31.2 
Total 141 100.0 
The data shown in Table XXIII give the extent to which teachers 
gave a passing grade to a student who had shown considerable improve-
ment in his work even though he had not reached the passing grade 
standard set for the class. 
Replies were obtained from 141 teachers as follows: 97, or 
68.8 percent, gave a passing grade to such a student; 44, or 31.2 per-
cent, did not give a passing grade unless the student attained the 
standard set for the class. 
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TABLE XXIV 
EXTENT TO WHICH TEACHERS GRADED PROBLEM 
OR PRODUCTION TYPEWRITING 
Number of Percent 
Extent Jl:esponses of Total 
All problems 61 45.9 
Sampling 72 54.1 
Total 133 100.0 
Table XXIV reveals the extent to which teachers graded problem or 
production typewriting. The 133 responses indicate that the teachers 
werefairly evenly divided as to the method of grading problem material 
in typewriting. According to the tabulated results, 72, or 54.1 per-
cent, of the respondents graded only a sampling; 61, or 45.9 percent, 
graded all problems. 
Seven replies also contained the following comments1 
"Only three out of five letters are graded." 
"Production Typing Tests only are graded." 
"The grading system given in 20th Century Typewriting, 
Seventh Edition, is used." 
"Grading depends on the unit." 
"Test problems only are graded." 
"A grade is given occasionally, as quantity only." 
"At times, the grade is given on the average amount 
completed by the class, plus extra credit for those above 
the average and less credit for those below." 
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TABLE xx:r 
EXTENT TO \o/HICH TEACHERS IN THE SAME DEPARTMENT ADHERED TO THE 
SAME PREDETERMINED STANDARDS IN GRADING TYPEWRITING 
Number of Percent 
Predetermined Standards Responses of Total 
Adherence to predetermined 
standards 60 51.3 
No predetermined standards 57 48.7 
Total 117 100.0 
Table xx:r shows the extent to which teachers in the same depart-
ment adhered to the same predetermined standards in grading typewriting. 
The replies of 117 teachers were fairly evenly divided, with 60, or 
51.3 percent, indicating that teachers in the same department adhered 
to predetermined standards; 57, or 48.7 percent, reported that there 
were no predetermined standards set up. 
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TABLE XXVI 
EXTENT TO WHICH TEACHERS ADHERED TO DEPARTMENTAL STANDARDS 
IN GRADING PARTICULAR ITEMS 
Number of Percent 
Particular Item Responses* of Total 
Straight copy 55 53.4 
Timed writings 82 79.6 
Letters 58 56.3 
Rough drafts 30 29.1 
Production units 39 37·9 
Other 23 22.3 
*The respondents checked more than one item. 
As shown in Table XXVI, 103 teachers indicated the extent to 
which they adhered to departmental standards in grading particular 
items. Eighty-two, or 79.6 percent, of the teachers indicated the 
existence of departmental standards for the grading of timed writings; 
58, or 56.3 percent, indicated such standards for letters; 55, or 
53.4 percent, for straight copy; 39, or 37·9 percent, for production 
units; and 30, or 29.1 percent, for rough drafts. Twenty-three 
teachers, 22.3 percent, commented that they used standards other than 
those listed above. Among the notations listed were the following1 
"All work is graded in the same manner." 
"Departmental standards are used for grading 
tabulations and centering." 
"Departmental standards are set up for grading 
technique in the first marking period." 
"Departmental standards exist for speed in net 
words per minute. Also, a limit is placed upon the 
number of errors permitted on certain types of 
material." 
TABLE XXVII 
NUMBER OF TEACHERS IMPOSING PENALTIES FOR STRIKEOVERS 
ON LETTERS AND STRAIGHT COPY MATERIAL 
No. of Responses Percent No. of Responses Percent 
Penalty Letters of Total Straight Copy of Total 
Penalty 
imposed 133 97.1 127 95-5 
No penalty 
imposed 4 2.9 6 4.5 
Total 137 100.0 133 100.0 
The data in Table XXVII give the number of teachers who imposed 
a penalty for a strikeover on letters and on straight copy material. 
Of the 137 replies regarding letters, 133, or 97.1 percent, of 
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the teachers imposed a penalty for a strikeover; four, or 2.9 percent, 
did not. 
There were 133 teachers who supplied the information concerning 
straight copy material. One hundred twenty-seven, or 95.5 percent, 
of the teachers imposed a penalty for a strikeover, and six, or 
4.5 percent, did not. 
Those who imposed a penalty were asked to specify as to the type 
of penalty employed. From the replies of 92 teachers, the following 
list of penalties was compiled: 
The paper is not accepted. (31 teachers) 
A failing grade is given on the paper. (21 teachers) 
Each strikeover is counted as a double 
error. (16 teachers) 
A letter containing a strikeover is 
considered unmailable. (10 teachers) 
The grade is lowered. (five teachers) 
The paper must be done over. (four teachers) 
The strikeover must be corrected. (two teachers) 
Each strikeover is counted as three 
errors. (one teacher) 
A conduct mark is given on the report card. (one teacher) 
One teacher merely stated that the penalty varies. 
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TABLE XXVI II 
EXTENT TO WHICH TEACHERS PENALIZED FOR POOR ERASURES 
Penalty 
Penalty imposed 
No penalty imposed 
Total 
Number of 
Responses 
110 
8 
118 
Percent 
of Total 
93·6 
6.8 
100.0 
The teachers were asked to indicate the extent to which they 
penalized for poor erasures. Table XXVIII shows the results secured 
from the replies of 118 teachers. One hundred ten, or 93.2 percent, 
of the teachers indicated that they penalized for poor erasures; 
eight, or 6.8 percent, imposed no penalty. Six teachers qualified 
their answer by stating that since poor quality paper was used, they 
did not feel justified in penalizing for poor erasures. Twenty-one 
teachers said that they counted a poor erasure the same as any other 
typing error. 
The following types of penalties were among those listed by 
58 teachers: 
The grade is lowered. (24 teachers) 
Letters are considered unmailable. (15 teachers) 
The paper is not acceptable. (11 teachers) 
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n 
A poor erasure is counted as a double 
error. (three teachers) 
The paper must be done over. (two teachers) 
First, a warning is given; later, a failing 
grade is given on the paper. (two teachers) 
A failing grade is given on the paper. (one teacher) 
One teacher made a statement to the effect that erasing is not 
allowed until the second half of second-year typewriting because of 
the repair bills. 
Another teacher said, "A penalty should be imposed, 
definitely; however, it is not the penalty so much, but the typist 
must be made aware of the dissatisfying effects of poor erasures." 
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TABLE XXIX 
NUMBER OF ERASURES ALLOWED ON MAILABLE LETTERS 
Number o:f Percent 
Number o:f Erasures Responses o:f Total 
One 7 4.9 
Two 19 13.2 
Three 28 19.4 
Four 10 6.9 
Five 10 6.9 
No limit 22 15-3 
All that are well done 24 16.7 
Depends on length 
o:f material 15 10.4 
None 4 2.8 
Other 5 3·5 
Total 144 100.0 
Table XXIX gives a list of the number o:f acceptable erasures 
allowed by teachers on each letter considered mailable. The infer-
mation was obtained from 144 teachers. 
The analysis of the table shows that seven, or 4.9 percent, of 
the teachers allowed one erasure on each letter considered mailable; 
19, or 13.2 percent, permitted two erasures; 28, or 19.4 percent, 
allowed three erasures; 10, or 6.9 percent, permitted four erasures; 
and the same number allowed five erasures. Twenty-two, or 15.3 per-
cent, of the teachers indicated that they set no limit on the number 
of erasures; 24, or 16.7 percent, permitted all erasures that were 
well done; 15, or 10.4 percent, noted that the number of erasures 
allowed depended upon the length of material typed. 
Some of the teachers who did not permit erasing commented as 
follows: 
No erasing is allowed on letters. 
Erasing is allowed in transcription class only. 
Erasing is not permitted; all errors are circled. 
A few teachers permitted erasing, but with one of the following 
conditions: 
Erasures are not allowed in the address or closing lines. 
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No erasing is permitted in the salutation or closing. 
Erasures are not allowed in the inside address or salutation. 
One major or three minor corrections are permitted. 
Two or three minor corrections are permitted; all 
corrections must be covered by typing; erasures are not 
allowed in the signature space; erasures that are more 
than an inch long are not permitted no matter how well 
done. 
No single method of handling erasures on letters is favored by 
the majority of teachers. The greatest number, 28, or 19.4 percent, 
allowed three erasures; however, for the most part, there exists a 
wide variety of standards. 
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TABLE XXX 
NUMBER OF TEACHERS USING LONGER TESTING PERIODS ON PRODUCTION UNITS 
TO APPROXIMATE MORE NEARLY OFFICE WORKING CONDITIONS 
Number of Percent 
Longer Testing Periods Responses of Total 
Longer testing periods on 
production units used 117 90.7 
Longer testing periods 
not used 12 9.3 
Total 129 100.0 
Table XXX indicates the number of teachers who employed longer 
testing periods in advanced classes on production units to approxi-
mate more nearly office working conditions. Replies were received 
from 129 teachers as follows: 117, or 90.7 percent, of the respond-
ents indicated the use of longer testing periods, whereas 12, or 
9.3 percent, did not use longer testing periods for production units. 
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TABLE .xxn 
NUM:BER OF 'fEACHERS USING PERCENT OF ERROR AS A BASIS FOR 
GRADING STRAIGHT COPY MATERIAL 
Number of Percent 
Percent of Error Responses of Total 
Percent of error used 44 37 .o 
Percent of error not used 75 63.0 
Total 119 100.0 
As revealed in Table XXXI, only 44, or 37 percent, of the 119 re-
spondents used the percent of error method as a basis for grading 
straight copy material. The majority, 75, or 63 percent, did not 
employ this method. 
TABLE XXXII 
NUMBER OF TEACHERS USING WEIGHTED FACTORS AND THE NUMBER USING 
OTHER PLANS IN DETERMINING THE FINAL MARK IN TYPEWRITING 
Number of Percent 
Grading Plan Responses of Total 
Weighted factors 74 55.6 
Other plans 59 44.4 
Total 133 100.0 
In the check list, a grading plan was illustrated in which 
weighted factors were used as the basis for determining the final 
mark in typewriting. Table XXXII shows the number of teachers who 
employed this type of grading system. 
Replies were received from 133 teachers. Of this number, 74, or 
55.6 percent, of the respondents made no comment; therefore, it is 
assumed that they used weighted factors in determining the final 
mark. Fifty-nine, or 44.4 percent, employed a grading plan different 
from the one illustrated in the check list and indicated the method 
they used. 
The various grading systems listed by the teachers ranged from 
the simple to the complex. One teacher from a small high school 
enclosed a copy of the score sheet he distributes to his students at 
the beginning of each marking period. It contains work to be covered 
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during the ensuing period together with the expected goals for each 
type of material given. Length of timed writings, with the minimum 
speed expected and the grade, are also listed. 
From the various grading plans submitted, the following examples 
have been selected for two reasons1 first, some are typical of many 
that were written; second, some are vastly different, and therefore, 
illustrate the wide diversity in the grading systems used in 
typewriting. 
These are typical of many grading plans submitted: 
1. Tests are considered as 40 percent of the grade; 
daily work, 60 percent. 
2. A production grade is given four times each week 
and counts for 80 percent of the grade; timed 
writings are considered as 15 percent; and prac-
tice at the beginning of the class period counts 
for five percent. 
3· Letter grades are averaged at the end of the 
marking period. 
4. All marks are averaged regardless of the type 
of material. 
5· Production and timed writings are each considered 
as 50 percent of the grade. 
6. From all of the term's marks, it is ascertained 
whether the work of the pupil is A, B, c, M, or D. 
Work should be consistently good for an A or B. 
7• The letter budget constitutes three fifths of the 
grade, and timed writings, two fifths. 
These two items in typewriting II and III 
determine to a large extent the grade for 
a bimonthly period. Drill work and straight 
copy are of more importance in typewriting I. 
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8. Technique, daily work, and the monthly test are 
each considered as one third of the final grade. 
9. Daily exercises constitute 60 percent of the 
grade; tests, 20 percent; and timed writings, 
20 percent. 
The three best timed writings from the 
12 given are graded each marking period. 
10. Marks are given depending upon the type of work 
being done. Speed, accuracy, production, effort, 
etc., are averaged each month. Every two months 
one-hour examinations are given throughout the 
school which are considered as one third of the 
mark. 
11. Pupils work on an acceptable basis for all type-
writing work. They are in competition with each 
other at all times. At the end of the term the 
work is scaled from the highest to the lowest 
and grades given on the various types of work. 
Each of these grading plans is different from any of the other 
plans submitted: 
1. Grading varies according to the difficulty of the 
work and the ability of the class. The grading 
scale adheres as closely as possible to the normal 
curve on the various units of work. 
2. Each week a number of lessons plus a speed test is 
assigned. If all work is completed satisfactorily, 
the student receives a grade of 90 percent. A 
penalty of 10 percent is imposed for each lesson or 
speed test that is not completed. 
). The average of two sets of marks is considered in 
grading: speed, 50 percent; other work, 50 percent. 
The average is used as five sixths of the grade; the 
examination equals one sixth. 
4. Grading is based upon the following factors: poor 
arrangement, accuracy, and erasures. 
5. Production measurement only is considered in grading. 
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6. Each test is considered with the same weight; 
however, we have a final examination which 
counts for one third of the grade. We are not 
allowed to use a percentage base. We consider 
each area important enough to grade this way. 
1· All work must be mailable; if not, the grade 
is lowered, depending upon the number of 
errors. 
8. In typewriting II, a predetermined number of 
points is required for each unit. For example, 
four letters at 10 points each would mean 
40 points, which would equal an A grade. 
9. A chart for corrected speed tests is used. 
Each week the student is expected to increase 
one step on the chart in both speed and accu-
racy. On letters and rough drafts, usually five 
or ten points are deducted depending upon the 
length of the copy. 
10. Tests are marked for the number of perfect lines 
typed. 
11. In typewriting I, check, plus, and minus marks 
are used for grading as follows: 
perfect check plus 
copy containing erasures check 
copy with slight variance 
in style from the 
instructions check minus 
copy containing errors zero 
At the end of the term, the totals are figured, 
with the following points assigned: 
each check plus 
each check 
each check minus 
8 points 
5 points 
3 points 
Speed, technique, etc., are also considered and 
may result in stabilizing, raising, or lowering 
the final mark. 
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T AllLE XXXIII 
EXTENT TO WHICH TEACHERS BELIEVE STANDARD PROCEDURES FOR GRADING 
IN TYPEWRITING SHOULD BE ESTABLISHED 
Standard Procedure 
For all teachers in 
the department 
State-wide 
Nation-wide 
Total 
Number of 
Responses 
84 
30 
22 
136 
Percent 
of Total 
61.8 
22.0 
16.2 
100.0 
The data presented in Table XXXIII show the extent to which 
teachers believed that standard procedure for grading in typewriting 
should be established. From the 136 replies, 84, or 61.8 percent, 
indicated that they believed standard procedure for grading should 
be established for all teachers in the same department; 30, or 
22 percent, favored state-wide standardization, and 22, or 16.2 per-
cent, believed that some effort should be made toward standardization 
on a national basis. 
Many of the replies contained comments, some in favor of a 
standard procedure for grading in typewriting, and some were opposed 
to such standardization. The following remarks are typical of the 
"in favor" point of view: 
"We certainly need more standardized grading in 
typewriting." 
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"It would be helpful for teachers if a ml.nJ.mum stand-
ard could be established and publicized so that teachers 
could know how their students measure with the other 
averages. I find that textbooks are too lenient with 
standards. I tend to grade harder and expect more as 
businesses do." 
"A universal school method should be decided upon 
after studying the methods used in comparable schools." 
The feelings of the opposition are expressed in these comments: 
"Nation-wide standards would be fine if it could be 
done. I think there are too many factors involved to have 
this idea completely successful." 
"State-wide standards, and nation-wide standards, 
never!" 
"Universal standards are likely to be too low." 
"It might be possible to recommend speed and accuracy 
standards on a state-wide basis, but teaching methods vary 
widely, as do teaching ability and pupil ability. It seems 
to be almost impossible to adopt state-wide standards in 
all areas." 
"Teachers, like employers, do not all demand the same 
performance." 
Some teachers felt that standardization would be possible to a 
limited extent as is evidenced by the following statements: 
"Nation-wide standards should be established for tran-
scription awards and typewriting awards only." 
"I find that there is no best way to handle a hypo-
thetical problem. Usually, there are too many additional 
matters involved. I favor standards for all teachers in 
the same department but to a limited extent. Please don't 
take the value of the individual out of teaching." 
"Standards should be established for teachers in the 
same department, but to be used only for passing students 
at the end of the year." 
8) 
"I believe that there should be some standardized 
procedures for grading within a school system, particu-
larly in timed writings; however, I do not believe that 
over-all uniformity is necessarily desirable, either 
within the system or otherwise." 
Two teachers stated that standards had already been established 
in their schools for all teachers in the department. 
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Throughout the entire analysis, the diversity of opinions regard-
ing grading in typewriting is reflected in the comments made as well as 
in the tabulated data. Although typewriting is considered as a subject 
that lends itself readily to objectivity in grading, the data presented 
show that much subjectivity in grading exists here just as it does in 
other subjects. 
The summary of the findings and recommendations resulting from 
this study are given in the following chapter. 
CHAPTER V 
SUMMARY OF FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
The purpose of this study was to determine the variability of 
grading systems currently used in typewriting classes by teachers 
in the public secondary schools of Massachusetts and to study the 
implications for improving the grading techniques. 
The data used in this study were obtained from replies to a 
check list mailed to typewriting teachers in the public secondary 
schools of Massachusetts. Of the 246 check lists distributed, 
replies were received from 148 teachers, representing a return of 
60.16 percent. 
Summary of the Findings 
1. Statistical data supplied by 118 schools regarding course 
offerings in typewriting revealed that all schools offered a course 
in typewriting I, 115 in typewriting II, but only 48 schools offered 
a course in typewriting III, indicating that most schools are no 
longer offering the third year of typewriting. Twelve of the 48 re-
spondents noted that third-year typewriting was a part of the office 
practice course in their schools. 
2. It was found that in most schools typewriting I was offered 
to students in grade 10; it was an elective for those in grades 11 
and 12. Typewriting II was offered primarily in grade 11 and was 
available to twelfth-grade pupils. Typewriting III was offered only 
in the twelfth grade, and in some schools was considered as part of 
the office practice course. The fact that only one school offered 
typewriting I in the seventh grade and two offered it in the eighth 
grade is indicative that typewriting courses in grades 7 and 8 are 
not yet prevalent in Massachusetts. 
3. Fifty-nine, or 45 percent, of the schools offered a special 
typewriting course for college-preparatory students, and 72, or 
55 percent, did not offer such a course. 
4. In regard to the marking system used in vocational and 
nonvocational classes, 69, or 60 percent, of the teachers used the 
same system in both classes; 46, or 40 percent, employed a different 
grading system in each class. 
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5· Based on an analysis of the marks considered as passing in 
130 schools, it was discovered that the range was between 60 and 70, 
or C and D. Although the minimum standard in each school was approxi-
mately the same, the terms designated to express that standard were 
different, thus making the comparability of student marks difficult. 
6. It was further discovered that the majority of teachers, 
72 percent, did not employ the marking system as suggested in the 
teacher's manual correlating with the typewriting textbook used in 
the classroom. The findings revealed that most teachers used a com-
bination of different marking systems. 
1· The most commonly used test in the typewriting class was the 
timed writing, as indicated by 86 percent of the teachers. Teacher-
made tests, production tests, and textbook tests were employed by 
76 percent, 71 percent, and 70 percent of the teachers, respectively. 
Standardized and integrated-performance tests were utilized by 
42 percent and 27 percent, respectively. Since the respondents 
indicated the use of more than one type of test, it is evident that 
their method of measuring student achievement was based upon a 
variety of testing devices. 
8. Typewriting Tests published by the South-Western Company 
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were the tests used by 62 percent of the teachers. Other published 
typewriting tests employed were: Civil Service Tests, by 39 percent; 
Typewriting Production Tests (Rowe and Lloyd), by 34 percent; Students 
Typewriting Tests (UBEA), by 22 percent; and National Business Entrance 
Tests (UBEA), by 17 percent. Only a few teachers (under eight percent) 
made use of the following: SRA Typing Skills Tests (Richardson and 
Pedersen), Kauzer Typewriting Tests (Bureau of Educational Measurements), 
and the Junior and Senior Typewriting Tests (Clem). Approximately 
21 percent of the teachers utilized testa other than those listed. 
9. The majority of respondents, 90 percent, considered manipula-
tion of the operative parts of the machine as a basic factor in the 
grading of first-semester typewriting. The second factor in order of 
frequency was typing technique, as included by 88 percent of the 
teachers; effort was third, as reported by 78 percent; accuracy and 
progress were each included by 74 percent; personal traits and work 
habits, by 63 percent; speed, by 53 percent; and completed exercises, 
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by 45 percent of the teachers. Other factors included by some of the 
teachers as part of the first semester's grade were: correct posture, 
application, eyes on copy, acquisition of knowledge, and ability to 
follow directions. 
10. The most frequently used timed writing in first-year 
typewriting was the one-minute test, as indicated by 87 percent of the 
teachers. Two other timed writings were also used frequently: the 
three-minute test, by 82 percent of the teachers; and the five-minute 
test, by 80 percent. 
In second-year typewriting, the five-minute test was the test 
used by 90 percent of the teachers; the second in order of frequency 
was the one-minute test, as indicated by 66 percent; and the third was 
the three-minute test, with 56 percent of the teachers indicating its 
use. 
The five-minute timed writing was also the test most commonly 
used in third-year typewriting, as indicated by 8) percent of the 
teachers; the 10-minute test was second in frequency, with 75 percent; 
and the one-minute test was third, with 54 percent of the teachers 
indicating its use. 
Contrary to expectation, the 10-minute timing was used more 
frequently in first-year typewriting than in second-year typewriting. 
Twenty-three percent of the teachers used it in typewriting I, but 
only 20 percent indicated its use in typewriting II. 
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11. The results of the study revealed that the majority of 
teachers evaluated timed writings in terms of net words per minute 
in each year of typewriting. Many teachers also employed gross 
words per minute and correct words per minute as well as net words 
per minute when evaluating timed writings, but these were used less 
frequently. Only a few teachers indicated the use of one method of 
evaluation. 
12. In typewriting I, 62 teachers set minimum speed require-
ments in net words per minute, ~5 in gross words per minute, and 
~~ in correct words per minute. In gross words per minute, the low 
speed was 20; the high, 60; and the median, ~5. In correct words 
per minute, the requirements were the same, with the low, 20; the 
high, 60; and the median, ~5. In net words per minute, the low was 
20; the high, 40; and the median, ~0. 
In typewriting II, 87 teachers reported minimum speed 
requirements in net words per minute, 22 in gross words per minute, 
and 20 in correct words per minute. The low speed in gross words 
per minute was ~5; the high, 80; and the median, 50. In correct 
words per minute, the low was 40; the high, 75; and the median, 50. 
In net words per minute, the low was 25; the high, 60; and the 
median, 40. 
The figures for typewriting III show that ~5 teachers set 
minimum speed requirements in net words per minute, 11 in gross 
words per minute, and two in correct words per minute. In gross 
words per minute, the low was 45; the high, 60; and the median, 50, 
In correct words per minute, the low was 50; the high, 70; and the 
median, 60. In net words per minute, the low was 30; the high, 60; 
and the median, 50. 
13. In regard to the extent to which teachers based timed 
writings on practiced material, it was found that 44 percent used 
this method frequently; 33 percent used it occasionally; 10 percent 
rarely used it; eight percent never used it; and approximately five 
percent always used it. 
14. In response to the question concerning the grading of 
practice work in typewriting, it was discovered that 56 percent of 
the teachers graded practice work occasionally, 29 percent never 
graded it, and 15 percent always graded it. 
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15. The percentage of teachers recording grades at the following 
intervals of time was about evenly divided: 28 percent recorded 
typewriting grades twice each week; 24 percent recorded grades at the 
end of the marking period; 22 percent recorded grades once each week; 
20 percent recorded daily grades; and 18 percent recorded grades at 
no stated time. Twenty-two percent of the teachers used other inter-
vals of time for recording grades. 
16. Sixty-nine percent of the teachers imposed a penalty for 
keyboard peeking. Thirty-one percent did not impose such a penalty. 
The most frequently used penalty was lowering the grade of the 
student. 
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17. Eighty-nine percent of the teachers imposed a penalty for 
faulty proofreading, whereas 11 percent did not. The penalties 
commonly used were as follows: a lowered grade, each error in proof-
reading counted as a double error, failure on the paper, and no credit 
allowed for the paper. 
18. Fifty-two percent of the teachers reported that they fre-
quently emphasized the positive rather than the negative by rewarding 
for good work rather than by penalizing for poor work; 26 percent 
always used this policy, 18 percent used it occasionally, and two 
percent never employed such a policy. Three teachers reported that 
they used both methods. 
19. It was discovered that 75, or 64 percent, of the teachers 
determined the final mark in typewriting by the use of weighted 
factors (different percentages assigned to each item listed). Forty-
eight, or 36 percent, of the teachers did not use weighted grading 
factors in determining the final mark. 
20. Sixty-nine percent of the teachers considered it advisable 
to give a passing grade to a poor student who showed considerable 
improvement in his work even though he did not reach the passing 
grade standard set for the class. Thirty-one percent of the teachers 
did not adhere to this policy. 
21. Teachers were fairly evenly divided as to the method of 
grading problem or production typewriting. Forty-six percent of the 
teachers graded all problems, whereas 54 percent graded only a 
sampling. 
22. Replies were also fairly evenly divided concerning the 
extent to which teachers in the same department adhered to the same 
predetermined standards in grading typewriting classes. Fifty-one 
percent of the teachers adhered to such standards; forty-nine per-
cent did not. 
23. The tabulated data revealed that departmental standards 
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were set up for grading of the following items: timed writings, as 
indicated by 80 percent of the teachers who established such stand-
ards; letters, by 56 percent; straight copy, by 53 percent; production 
units, by 38 percent; and rough drafts, by 29 percent. Twenty-two 
percent of the teachers indicated other items for which departmental 
standards had been set up. 
24. The majority of teachers, 97 percent, imposed a penalty for 
a strikeover on letters, whereas three percent did not; 96 percent 
imposed such a penalty for a strikeover on straight copy material, 
whereas four percent did not. The most common types of penalties in 
order of frequency were: paper not acceptable, failure on paper, 
strikeover counted as double error, unmailable letter, and lowered 
grade. 
25. Poor erasures were penalized by 94 percent of the teachers, 
and six percent imposed no penalty. The three penalties most fre-
quently used were: lowered grade, unmailable letter, and paper not 
acceptable. Six of the teachers who did not impose a penalty felt 
that they were not justified in doing so because of the poor quality 
of paper used. 
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26. Widespread divergence was evidenced by the number of 
acceptable erasures allowed on each letter considered mailable. 
The range was from perfect copies required to an unlimited number 
of erasures permitted. No single method was favored by the 
majority of teachers. Of the 144 respondents, the greatest number, 
28, or 19 percent, allowed three erasures per letter; 24, or 
17 percent, permitted all that were well done, and 22, or 15 per-
cent, had no requirements and no limit to the number of erasures. 
27. Ninety-one percent of the teachers reported that they 
used longer testing periods on production units to approximate 
more nearly office working conditions, whereas nine percent did not. 
28. Percent of error as a basis for grading straight copy 
material was utilized by 37 percent of the teachers; however, 
63 percent did not employ this method. 
29. Of the 133 respondents, 59, or 44 percent, indicated their 
method of grading which was different from the one using weighted 
factors as was previously illustrated in the check list. The 
various grading plans submitted ranged from the simple to the 
complex; many were of a type similar to the one illustrated but 
with different percentages assigned. 
30. Eighty-four, or 62 percent, of the 136 respondents believed 
that a standard procedure for grading in typewriting should be estab-
lished for all teachers in the same department; 30, or 22 percent, 
favored state-wide standardization, and 22, or 16 percent, thought 
that some attempt should be made toward standardization on a national 
basis. Most teachers favored some kind of standardization within the 
same department, but many teachers were very much against standard-
ization on a state or national level, as was evidenced by their 
comments. 
31. The tabulated data as well as the comments made by teachers 
are indicative of the wide divergence in methods of grading used in 
typewriting classes and indicates the need for further research. 
Recommendations 
The following recommendations are made on the basis of the 
interpretation of the data of this survey: 
1. A committee of business teachers should work in cooperation 
with a representative group of businessmen within the community to 
devise satisfactory minimum requirements in typewriting for entrance 
into the business field. Teachers should then set up a uniform grad-
ing system for all teachers in the same department or school system. 
2. Business teachers should encourage their administrators to 
set up special typewriting courses for students with personal-use 
objectives so that the needs of both vocational and nonvocational 
students can be fulfilled adequately. 
3· Business teachers should consider placing more emphasis on 
production work as well as on speed development. Production periods 
should be lengthened to approximate more nearly office working condi-
tions in order to prepare the students better for initial employment 
in offices. 
4. A more comprehensive survey should be made on a local and 
state-wide level to ascertain the extent to which the establishment 
of uniform standards in typewriting would be feasible. 
5. More research is needed in the field of grading in type-
writing in order to establish objective measures that would make 
comparison of achievement in typewriting possible. 
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6. Concentrated study of methods of grading should be continued 
by business educators in an effort to arrive at some form of standard-
ization, and thereby eliminate the divergence that now exists in 
grading. 
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APPENDIX 
APPENDIX A 
Check List 
A SURVEY OF THE TYPEWRITING GRADING SYSTEMS USED BY TEACHERS 
IN THE PUBLIC SECONDARY SCHOOLS OF MASSACHUSETTS 
100 
Name of person responding, ________________________________ Title ______________ _ 
Name of high school ____________________________________ City ______________ __ 
Total enrollment of school--------------------------------------------------
1. Please place a check mark under each grade level in which your type-
writing courses are offered. (Typewriting I is interpreted to mean 
vocational and personal use.) 
Course Grade 7 Grade 8 Grade 9 Grade 10 Grade 11 Grade 12 
T'Vllewriting I 
Typewri tin£ II 
'l'yp_ewri ting I II 
2. Please indicate the approximate number of pupils enrolled in typewriting 
courses with the following objectives: 
______ .a. vocational; ______ b. nonvocational 
3. Does your school offer a special typewriting course for college-
preparatory students? 
______ a. yes; ______ b. no 
4. What is the approximate enrollment in your typewriting courses? 
Course 
Typewriting I 
Typewriting II 
Typewriting III 
Number enrolled 
5. Is the same marking system used in the personal-use class as is used 
in the vocational typewriting class? 
______ a. yes; ______ b. no 
Comments, if any--------------------------------------------------------
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6. What is the passing mark in your school? ______________________________ _ 
7• Do you follow the marking system suggested in the manual of the textbook 
you are using? 
a. yes; 
---· 
___ b. no 
a. Which of the following testing materials do you use in your classroom? 
a. standardized tests e. production tests 
b. textbook tests f. timed-writing teste 
c. teacher-made tests g. other 
d. integrated-performance tests 
9. Please check the following published typewriting tests which you use in 
your typewriting classes. 
------:a• Civil Service Tests 
______ b. National Business Entrance 'rests (Typewriting Section), 
published by United Business Education Association 
______ .c. Students Typewriting Tests published by United Business 
Education Association 
______ .d. Kauzer Typewriting Tests published by the Bureau of Educational 
Measuremen te 
______ e. Typewriting Tests published by South-Western Publishing Company 
______ .f. Typewriting Production Teste (Rowe and Lloyd) published by 
Gregg Division, McGraw-Hill Book Company 
______ ,g. SRA Typing Skills Tests (Richardson and Pedersen) published by 
Science Research Associates 
___ h. Junior Typewriting Tests (Clem) published by Public School 
Publishing Company 
______ .i. Senior Typewriting Tests (Clem) published by Public School 
Publishing Company 
___ j. Other __________________________________ ___ 
10. In beginning typewriting, check the items you think should be included 
in the first semester's grade. 
a. 
b. 
c. 
d. 
e. 
Typing technique 
Manipulation of the operative 
parte of the machine 
Accuracy 
Speed 
Progress 
BOSTON UNIVERSITY 
EDUCATION LIBRARY 
f. Effort 
g. Personal traits and 
work habits 
h. Completed exercises 
i. Other 
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11. What length of timed writings do you give in each year of typewriting? 
12. 
First Year Second Year Third Year 
a. 1 minute 
b. 2 II 
c. 3 II 
d. 4 II 
e. 5 II 
f. 7 " 
g. 10 II 
h. 15 II 
i. Other 
Please check the method(s) you use in evaluating timed writin~s: 
Gross words per minute (GWPM)~ correct words per minute (CWPM), 
or net words per minute (NWPMJ, in each year of typewriting. 
let 
2nd 
3rd 
13. What m1n1mum typewriting speeds do you expect your students to acquire 
at the end of each year of typewriting? 
1st 
2nd 
3rd 
14. To what extent are your timed writings based on practiced material? 
------:a• always 
b. frequently 
------c. occasionally 
______ d. rarely 
______ e. never 
15. To what extent do you grade practice work? 
______ .a. usually ______ b. occasionally ______ .c. never 
16. How often do you give a grade in typewriting? 
---:a• daily 
___ b. once each week 
___ c. twice each week 
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___ d. at the end of the marking period 
e. at no stated time 
---f· • other (please specify) ________________ _ 
17. Do you penalize the keyboard peeker? If so, in what way? 
18. Do you impose a penalty for faulty proofreading? If so, in what way? 
19. Do you emphasize the positive rather than the negative by rewarding 
for good work rather than by penalizing for poor work? 
a. always 
---b. frequently 
___ c. occasionally 
___ d. never 
20. In determining the final mark, do you consider weighted factors, 
perhaps with different percentages assigned, similar to the 
following example? 
Straight copy ----------- 30% 
Letters ----------- 20 
Rough drafts ----------- 15 
One-minute tests--------- 10 
Proofreading ----------- 10 
Improvement ----------- 15 
100% 
21. If a poor student shows considerable improvement in his work, do you 
give him a passing grade even though he has not reached the passing 
grade standard set for the class? 
___ a. yes; ___ b. no 
22. To what extent do you grade problem or production typing? 
a. all problem or production units 
---:b. a sampling of the problem or production units 
___ c. other (please specify) _________________ _ 
23. Do all of the typewriting teachers in your school adhere to the 
same predetermined standards in grading the typewriting classes? 
lo4 
___ .a. yes; ___ b. no 
24. Are departmental standards set up for the grading of the following 
items: 
_____ a. straight copy work 
_____ b. timed writings 
______ c. letters 
___ d. rough drafts 
______ e. production units 
___ f. other 
25. In grading, do you impose a penalty for a strikeover on the following 
types of work? 
______ a. letters ___ b. straight copy 
26. Do you impose a penalty for a poor erasure? If so, please specify. 
27. How many acceptable erasures do you allow on each letter typed to 
consider it mailable? 
28. In your advanced classes, are you using longer testing periods on 
production units to approximate more nearly office working conditions? 
---
a. yes; ______ b. no 
29. Do you use the percent of error method as a basis for grading 
straight copy material? 
---
a. yes; _____ b. no 
30. If your grading plan differs from the one given in Question No. 20, 
please indicate the method you use. 
31. To what extent do you believe that standard procedure for grading in 
typewriting should be established? 
______ a. for all teachers in your department 
______ b. state-wide standard procedure 
_____ c. nation-wide standard procedure 
APPENDIX B 
Letter£! Transmittal 
March 23, 1960 
Dear Business Teacher: 
As a basis for improving grading techniques in typewriting, I am 
making a study of teacher practices and opinions in grading in 
typewriting in the public schools of Massachusetts. The purposes 
of this study, which is being conducted under the direction of 
Professor Lester I. Sluder of Boston University, are to determine 
the methods of grading that are currently used by the teacher and 
to determine which of these techniques are found to be the most 
successful. 
Since methods of grading differ widely among teachers, it is evi-
dent that some effort in the direction of standardization in 
grading would be most helpful to all teachers of typewriting. 
The results of this survey can be successful only through the 
cooperative efforts of all business teachers throughout the state. 
Will you please fill in and return the enclosed check list at your 
earliest convenience. It has been arranged so that it will take 
only a few minutes of your time to complete. 
All the information will be held in the strictest confidence and 
will appear only in tabulated form. You may or may not give your 
name, as you wish. 
A stamped, self-addressed envelope is enclosed for your convenience. 
Your cooperation will be sincerely appreciated. 
Sincerely yours, 
~d-AJ(j~ 
Verna M. Carbone 
Enclosures 2 
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